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The Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP), which flew in July 1975, aroused
considerable public interest; first, because the space rivals of the late 1950's
and 1960's were working together in a joint endeavor, and second, because
their mutual efforts included developing a space rescue system. The ASTP

also included significant scientific experiments,, the results of which can be
used in leaching biology, physics, and malhemitics in schools and colleges.

This series of pamphlets discussing the Apollo-Soyuz mission and experi-
ments is a set of curriculum supplements designed for teachers,' stPervisorS,
curriculum specialists, and textbook writers as well' as for the gtneral public.
Neither textbooks nor courses of study, these pamphlets are intended to
provide a rich source of ideas, examples of the scientific method, pertinent
references to standard textbooks, and, clear descriptions of space experiments.
In a sense, they may be regarded as a pioneering forni of teaching aid. Seldom

has there been such a forthright effort to provide, directly; to teachers,

curriculum-relevant reports of current, scientific research. High school
teachers who reviewed the texts suggested that advanced Students who are
interested might be assigned to study one pamphlet.and report on it to the rest
of the. Class. After class discussion students might be assigned (without
access to the pamphlet) one or more of the ',Questions for DiScussion" for

formal or informal, answers, thus. stressing the application of what was
previously covered in the pamphlets.

The authors of these pamphlets are Dr'. Lou Williams Page, a geologist, and
Thornton Page, an astronomer; Both have taught science at several

universities and have published 14 books on science fOr schools, colleges, and

the general reader, including a recento,pne on space science.:
Technical assistance' to the Pages as provided by the Apollo-Soyuz

Prograiir Scientist, Dr. R. ThornasGiuli, and by .Richard R. Baldwin,
W.,WilSon Lauderdale, and Susan IsL: Montgomery, members of the group at
the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston which organized the

scientists! participation in the ASTP and published theitreports'Oraperimen-
tal results. ..

Selected teachers from high schools and universities throughout the United
States reviewed the pamphlets in draft 'form: They suggested changes ir.
wording; the addition of a, glossary' of terms unfainiliar to students, and
improvements in diagramS. A list of the teachers and of the scientific inves-
tigators-;Ao reviewed the texts for accuracy follows this Preface.

'7. This set bf Apollo -Soyuz pamphlets was initiated and coordinated by Dr.

Frederick B. Tuttle, Director of Educational Programs; and was supported by

the NASA. Apollo-Soyuz Program Office, by Leland J. Casey,. aerospace
Engineer for -ASTP; and- by -William D. Nixon, Educational Programs

Officer; all of NASA. Headiltiarteri in Washington, D:C.
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Appreciation is expressed to the scientific ilivestigators and teachers whb
reviewed the draft copies; to the NASA specialists who provided diagrami
and photographs;--and to I. K. Holcomb, Headquarters Director Of ASTP
operations, and Chester M.. Lee, ASTP Program Director alHeticicjilinters;---
whose interest in this educationalendeavormade this publication-possible.
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Figure 1.1 Apollo-Soyuz crewmen Donald K. Slayton, Thomas P. Stafford,
Brand, Aleksey A.' Leonov, and Valerly N. Kubasov.
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The ApollpsSoyuz Mission
in July 1975, for the first .time, manned spacecraft were launched by two

. nations and docked .(sealed :together). The spacecraft Were in orbit 222
kilometers abole the Earth's surface. The two-man Soyuz' vehicle Was
launched first,. at 2:20 p.in Moscow time on July 15 froth the giant Baykonur
Coiniodrome near Tyuratam in central Russia. Seven and one-half hours later
at 2:50 p.m. eastern daylight time the threer man Apo116 -Vehicle- was
launched from the NASA John F.'Kefinedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral in
Florida.' After making some careful changes in dieir orbit, the Apollo as
tronauts maneuvered closelo Soyuz and the two spacecraft docked at .16:09
Greenwich mean time on July 17. This was 4:09`P.m. in Greenwich, near,
London, England:\ Greenwich`mean time was used to-avoid confuion
between goscow time eastern, daylight time and the-central daylight time
used in Houston, Texas, where the Apollo `Mission Control Center was
loCated. MoicoW time is 2 houiT ahead of GMT, and central daylight time is 5
hOurS behind GMT. So 16:09 GMT was 6:09p.m. in Moscow arid 11:09 a.m.
in Houston. '

After 2 days of joint operations in orbit 222 kilOmetcrs above the Earth's
surface, Apollo and Soyuz undocked at 16:00 GM'Iorri uly 1 97a-iid-Soyuz
landed in the I.J:S.S.R. at 10:51 GMT on July 21. Apollo`remained in orbit 3
days longer in order to complete 28 experiments, theh splashed down in the

Pacific Cicean south, of Hawaii; at-21:18 GMT on-July 24. There was one
"glitch" just before Splashdown, when toxic gases.were sucked into the
Apollo spacecraft and painfully burned/the eyes., skin, and lungs of the
astronauts. Howeva, the 23 American experiments and the five joint '

.American-Russian experimelits went well:tSeveral RussiaRexperiments were
-

also conducted during the mission. Apollo and Soyuz brought back (or
radioed baek) much important scientific data, and the mission was a great

5 :success.

Astronauts anclVosmonauts
.

The4hree Apollo crewmembers and the two Soyuz crewmembers who visited
each other in' pace.aresshown in Figitire 1.1. They had Worked together, in the
United States and the U.S.S.R. for more than'a year before the flight and had
learned to speak each other's langUage. (In orbit, each man spoke the:Ian-
guage .of his listeners.)'They also learned all about the. two Spaceeraft.. The
coSmonauts.visited the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in HoUstbn,

,Texas, to examine a full-scale model oethe Apollo spacecraft: TheastrOnauts.
visited the Soviet Space Center near Moscow and saw full-scale models of the
Sqyut vehicle, and engineers constructed a similar model in Houston. .



The Apollo Commander, Tom Stafford, is a Major General in the U.S. Air
Force. Before Apollo7Soyuz, he had flown on three NASA missibns

,,

Gemini VI, Gemini IX, and Apollo 10. The Soyuz Commander was Col,.
Aleksey. Leonov. On March 18, 1965, during the Voskhod 2 Mission, he had
taken man's first walk in space. AfterApollo-Soyuz, he was promoted to the
rank of General.'

For 13 years D. K..(Deke) Slaytoncthe-Apollo Docking Module Pilot, had
been Director of Flight OperationS at the Johnson:Space Center.He had
previously been excluded from spaceflight because of a heart problem, which
cleared up by 1972. Apollo-Soyut Was-also the first space missiOn.for. Vance .

Brand, the Apollo Command Module Pilot. Valerly Kubasov, the Soyuz
Flight Engineer, had flown on one previous Soviet mission,

eachIn addition to the general training for the entire mission, each astronaut had

to become a specialist. For instance, before' the flight, Deke Slaytyn learned .

every design detail of the Docking Module and was ready to repair or service

it. . /
During the flight, each crewman had specific jobs ,to dO in at least 10

experiments: In addition, all of them had scheduled diities in operating he
spacecraft. These tasks occupied almost every mitiniofthe flight 'except lor
meals-and rest-periods-T-he-sehedule...waq arrange by mission
planners, and the' crewmen practiced every part of it, over and over again.'
Although they knew it almost by heart, they took,2 printed schedule with' hem
that shoWed just what was .to be done and when to do it. .

Beginning. 45. days before launch,: fretpc.:t medical. tests were made on_ ,

each crewman to ceck hiS health and to measure the bacteria in and on his
body. He was weighed his blood, .Saliva; urine; and excrement were
analyzed; his eyes were examined; and his pulse and blood pressure were
measured. The bacteria counts were checked once during the flight, and the
medical tests, were resumed after the flight for another 45 days: These tests
allowed biologists to check 'the .effects of spaceflight/ on the human body.'
Very little effect was recorded on the 9-day.Apollo-Soyuz mission. Softie lOss
of body weight and loss of calcium in the bones had been recorded on previous
'flights, especially on the longer Skylab fl ights which lasted as long as 84 days.

Both before and after the flight, the astronauts and cosmonauts conferred
.

with the scientists who had designed the experiments. One scientist, the
Principal Investigator fore. Experiment MA-136, Earth Observations and
Photography, lectured the astronaut's about what to look for on several
Continents and what kinds-o. otographs to take. He even, took them on
high-altitude airplane flights to help them learn to identify important land-.
forms, water currents,' and cloud types.



International Cooperation
Ever since Sputnik was launched by the Russians in 1957 to circle the Eartliat
an altitude of 600 kilometers, the United States and the U.S.S.R. have been in
a space race.' The -goal of theApollo-Soyuz mission was to show that two
major POW-des; whilestill Competing in space, could benefit by a ceoperative
mission. poi the first time, the Russian people saw U.S.. astronauts on live
television and Americans were able' to view a Soviet launch and landing.
Specialists in 'both countries recognized the value of a common decking
systein for possible rescue missions in space. People in the rest of the world,
'seeing the cooperation between two rival major powers, may now have more
interest in spaCe.Seience and technology.

_

The joint space project was first discussed between the.Naf,:lal Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Soviet Academy of Sciences
in October 1970. Almost 2 yearS latei on May 24, 1972, the mission .concept
was finalized: in Moscow. During the next 3 years, detailed plans for 'the
flight, the. scientific experiments; and the presS coverage were negotiated like
treaties. The astronauts and cosmonauts exchanged visits, learned each
other's language, and subsequently shared meals while in orbit 222 kilo-
meters above the Earth. They are now respected friendS.

Ih-thegeargrhl-rnany uther-ways1-7thej-ApoliO-Soyuz-mission-improved
international relations.



Both the Apollo and the Soyui'vehicleihad been used on many earlier flights.

Apollo was designed to carry three men to the Moon, together with the Lunar

Module which was used to 1,and two of them there. The first Apollo spacecraft

Was launched in 1966, andseveraliestsflights were flown before.the first men

were -landed:on, the MoOn in :July: 1969 by Apollo 11. Six more Apollo
spacecraft flew to the MoOn, and five Lunar Modules landed. (On Afiollo 13,

an oxygen tank exploded and the spacecraft had to return to Earth withouea
limar landing.) Three more Apollo spacecraft carried three astronauts each
(but miLunar Module) up to,"Skylab in 1973. Each of these spacecraft docked
with die orbiting Skylab 444 kilometers above the Earth and carried experi-

mental equipment to use in the larg&,Skylab workshop. The last Skylab crew

worked there for:M-daYs: The Apollo spacecraft got - its - onboard. electric

power from a special kind of battery Called a fuel cell, which uses hydrogen

and 'oxygen. /
Soyui was designed in 1966 and has been used in many (Soviet missions in

orbit around the Earth. The Russians have also built a space workshop that is

similar to the Ameritan Skylab, although it isaller. kis called Salyut; and

Soyuz spacecraft have carried up several crews, each of two,or three men, to

dock with Salyut workshops in orbits about 260 kilometers in altitude. The

Soyuz spacecraft uses solar panels for Converting sunlight to electric power.

o

The, DoCking. Mockile!..,
Although an Apollo spacecraft had doCked with Skylab and a Soyui vehicle

had dd6ked. with Salyut, Apollo and Soyuz could not dock with each other
directly because their seals and latches were different. Alki, the cabin atmos-

phere in Apollo was pure oxygen at low pressure, whereasSoyuz had ordinary

air 'at sea-level pressUre. (Of course, this cabin air 'had to be continuously
reconditionedoxygen 'added and carbon/ dioxide removedas the cos
monauts lived and worked in SOyuz.) The..first impOrtant job for the Apollo -

Soyuz

.-

mission was the construction of a DOcking Module that would fit both.

Apollo and SOYuz,seals and latches. The Docking Module also had to have

tanks of compressed oxygen and to use in filling it to match either the

pure-oxygen .atmosphere in Apollo or the air in Soyuz.;
.

--'The DApollo spacecraft-with the Docking Module attached to.its front end,

facing Soya, -is, shown in Figure 2/.1. The Apolte vehicle,- including 'the:-

Docking Module, was longer (about,12'Meters, or 39 feet) and more massive'

(about:14 900 kilograms, or 15 tons) than Soyuz. The spacecraft cons'isteof

two parts or "modules ": the conical Command Module, where the astronauts
worked, and the cylindrical Service Module, which contained the instru-

ments, fuel tanks, and water tank's. The main thruster waslOcaieci at the back

1'6



, . , , "-- , , . ,

. .:Figuie 2: AP-ollO and Soyuz spacecraft arid the Docking Module. Thel:Fibels are in English'. . .

and Russian r.the originalpUblication.iniboth couritilee.:11. cylindrical Ser- , ., .

vice. Module' (left part ot'Apollo) has.four sets of four jets each around its mid-'
die for moving in to dock with SoyUz. ',..- '. -...

'

jet



of the Service. Module.- J Lst- baore-reentering..the_Eirth'_sLatmosphereat the_
end of the Mission: the Command Module was separated from the Service

Module, and the astronauts rode in the-COnimand,Module; with its flat, wide

end .forward; through the atniosPhere to Splashdown:
The Soyuz spacecraft (Fig: 2.1) was smaller and lighter than the Apollo

about 6 meters (20 feet) in length 'and 6750,,kilograms'.(7 tons) in ,weight.It
consisted of three parts: the:spherical Orbital Module.; where the two cos-..
monauts Worked; the Descent Vehicle,/which corresponds. to.the Apollo
:Command Module; and the InStrument Assembly Module, WhiCh carries the

solar panels and corresPonds to the Apollo Service Mod*.
As Fignre.2.1 shows; the gnide plates, hooks,. latches, and sealing rings on

the Soyuz Orbital Module fit the guide plates, latches, hooks; and sealing

-7rings-on-the-Apollo Docking Module. These'coniponenti foriuthe`lCornpati
ble:DoCking Systern." The parts must fit exactly so that when the sealing

rings are pressed tightly together, no, air will leak from the cabin to the,Vactrum

of Space, even ithough the pressure inside is much higher than the, pressure
outside. Of Course; there were sealed hatches (doors) inside the sealing-rings.

on the Orbital Module ;and the DockingModtile; and aisO'between the Apollo
Docking Module and ComMarid Module and betWeen the Soyuz Orbital

Module and Descent. Vehicle.
After Apollo and Soyuz maneuvered to "rendezvous" (to meet at the same

=.'place on the same orbit),'the two crews lined up the two spaceeraft as Shbwn in

Figure 2.1. Apollo approached Soyuz cautiously; no one%Wanted-acollisiOn in

space! The astronauts used the small jets on the sides ofthe MOVide toSeiiicei
roll and ininA`Pollo exactly to the right position ;theri they moved' in Slowly.

The latches caught, the hookSand:pulied,the sealing rings into contact. This
rendezvous and dOck5ng is described' in more detail in Pamphlet L

When the seals had been tested; the astronauts filled the Docking'Module

>vith oxygen .at one-fliird ieklevel air pressure; nd opened the iiateh betWeen

the'Command Mod* and thelseking Module. Apollo CommanderStafford.

. and Docking Module Pilot Slayton moved into the Doeking Module, Closed

the hatch behind them, .and sloWly changed The Docking Module atMosphere

to a higher pressure rnixttire of nitrogen and oxygen,. At the Same time, the
costignints reduced the pressure in Soyuz' to match the:Docking Module

pressure. Then the two hatches` between the Soyuz Orbital Module and the
Docking. Module were OpCned, and Sbyuz Commander LeOnov entered the

Docking Module for the first international 'handshake in space, an event.
carried live by television' in both the United States and the U.S.S:k

The astronauts and cosmonauts,worked for a while in the Docking Module.
Stafford and Slayton looked around inside Soyuz doing back, the astronauts

had to close the hatches betwebn Soyuz and the. Docking Module, slOwly
Change the Pocking Module atmosphere to pure oxygen at one.7third sea-level ,

pressure, and then open the hatch into Apollo's Command Modnie.



This complicated procedure, using the Docking Module to convert from the
SOyuz atmosphere to the Apollo atmosphere .(and vice -versa), was followed
severaItimeS during the 44 hours that the two spaceeraft were sealed together .

Each : crewman` the other spacecraft for a Meal, and "astronaut
cosmonaut pairs worked together in the Docking Module. They used the
electria- furnace described in Section 6; photographed several experiMents,
and exChanged parts of otherekperiments,.Then all the hatehes,were sealed,':
and the.two spacecraft tindocked for the Artificial.Solar EclipSelExPeriment,
in which Apollo moved between Soyuz and theSun (see Sec: 3). Apollo then
docked with.Soyuz again, to try out the. ComPatible-Docking System in a
different; way After '4:Imre:hours; :Apollo-undockedakd:moved around

.

Soyuz at three different distances to measure the amount of oxygen and-------

----',-nitroger. in the-Earth's r.oter 'atmosphere (see Pamphlet- Apollo then
departed from Soyuz for the last time.

Launch and Booste
The launch of a. spacecraft is a spectacular 'sight. as 'shown by the color
photograph on the cover of this pamphlet. In this-photograph, the huge Saturn.
IB booster is lifting about 588 000 kilograms (580 tons) off the launch pad at
the Kennedy. Space Center in Florida:: Most of this .weight is the fuel for the.
two4rocket motors in the two boosters that put Apollo in orbit around the
Earth. The rocket_motor.lets-its-thrust by ejeciing.hot gases produced by
burning kerosene with liquid oxygen. It is a reaction ntOror and" is deScriber---
more fully' in Pamphlet I.

The coMplete. Apollo and Soyuz "launch corifigurations".the combina-
tions of boosters and spacecraft on the launch padare shown in Figure 2.2,
ApollO, on the left, is much larger than ,Soyuz because it was designed-togo to
the Moon. The Docking Module-was caryied in a special "adapter " below the
ServiCe Module. The Lunar Module was carried in this' adapter on the lunar
missions. (Later, Apollii had to 'detach itself from the adapter,' move away
froin"it, turnaround, and move in to dOek with the Docking M-Odule.) Below
the spacecraft modules were the two stages of the,Saturn IBbooster rocket. As
shown 'at thcbottom of the figure, the first stagefired for 2 minutes' and 304
seconds. Then the empty tanks, pumps, combustiOn chainber',and nazzlesof
the Saturn IB first stage were unlatched and discarded (They:fell back to
Earth.) the meantime, the Launch Escape System, (which Would, have
rescued the astronauts if the launch had gone yrong) was also unlatched and
discarded. It fell into the ocean sotith'of Florida, together with the 'empty
booster.



Apollo and Soyuz launch 'configurations. The Information beneath the draiiing Figure 2.1
describes each spicecraft in terms of mass, booster thrust, 'total launch
weight, and booster firing



After the Saturn IB bobster was discarded, the "'second-stage!" Saturn IVB.
,IiiiiiiferfiredfOr 7 Minn iiii125-aiC-Ofida: This bOOSief accelerated Apollo
Sfrom a speed of 4 lardsee(8750mph).tO'a speed of ahnOst 8 km/sec (l7 500

. .mph) and changed the direction of the spacecraft from -Vertical toward -hOri:
zontal. The second-stage Saturn IVB was thenturned off. As' ahOWn acheinat-
ically in Figure 2,3; the Apollo'lift-off was a multistage launch (seePaiiiPhlet

, ,

!I). It put Apollo into a nearly circular orbit about ,165 kilometers. above .the
Earth's surf*.

The smaller Soyuz spacecraft had only onehooster,;vilth tanks that could be
discarded when they were empty, and no launch eiCiAisyatem.,Ita .

sions and booster. characteristics are s$Ovii 'at the right ;Figure 2.2. The .
20-engine bobiter lifted the 300.000-kilogram(3007ton)'configuration off the

launch padiurned the spacecratrtoihehonzontai,-and put Soyuz in an Orbit:- -
abOut 220 ,kilometers above the Barth"'s.. surfaceLAlong theway, it:dropped,
four Of' the tubular booSter engines, aftertheir:fuel was used up. ,
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. ,
After the boosters' were turned- off;-Apollo was :moving.;horizontally : at
7.8 kmisec in orbit around the Earth. The. orbit of a sateltite-,around, the
Eartti;-shown in figure-2.4,-is similar to the much_ aiger orbit of the oM

The spaCecraft,: now a _satellite,- is being-pulled toWard the center-0;11)e
Earth by gravity; but it is moving'korizoiitally so: fast thatit never reaches
the Earth's surface. The arrow 'labeled vp shows the horiZontal mOtiOnin
'5 Minutes, and the sMaller arrow Or shoWs how fir the satellite falls:
5 minutes. Starting froM the end of Or, we can follow the next 5 minutes of
horizontal motion and falling, and so on,.all:ttie way around the Earth. -If the
speed vp is just right, the orbit will be a circle; otherwise, it will be an ellipse,':
as in Figure 2.4..

Satellite at perigee. m.

**-,- zlv

F9_
rp

Elliptical orbit

2A.
(major axis)

Actual heights, km

Hp a
Soyuz initial '186 221
Apollo initial 148 168
Apol1P-Soyuz

dockJil (circular) 222 222

fa-Ri+Ra

r
-At- 6378 km:

.

Arogee

A

.

Figure 2.4 The orbit of a satellite around the Earth. The orbit size is exaggerated tor
clarity: The actual heights for Apollo and Soyuz are given at the bottom. The ar-
.rovf g . represents the-force of grai:ity.pulling the satellite mass ms toward the'
large Earth mass ME.

'12
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An'ellipse looks like ano-v--i-if:Ain-ne Cifd of the ellipse; the satellite Opacer.
CrOisClosest to the Earth. This pointerdet si e of Fig. 2;4)- is. called perigee .

otheiend Of-the-Oval0fie:satellite is farthest frog the Earth, and thiS
ipoint s called apogee: The perigee height H and the apogee iliefghtH. .

"": describe the Ave of an orbit. When Apollo started in orbit; it had ariiia of ;
-;148 kiloriletersand anHa of 168 kilometers. Space engineers call this a "148= .

by 168-kilOmeter orbit." The time needed to go:'around tifiEa-tth3once is-
called the.peiiiicrT. This -period:becomes.largei as the height H increases.

e first-SQ uz orbit, which' was 1$6 by 221 kilometers; the perib-d`Was

j 92.5 minutes. For the smaller_.9111u of Apollo, the 'period was91.7
Several other numbers are. neeii-ed--to-detcribe an orbit: fUlly. The most

important is the inclination:i: The inclination is thrangle between the.orbit'al '

plane and the Equator of the Earth If a satellite moves ijs
b°:For.Apoil&and SOYuz, [Was 51.8°, which meanst, that they crossed-the.
EqUilor going nOrth, played up to,51:8°.N latitudosseci the' EqUatok going
south and.moved:down to 51.e S laiiiude;
!:Several Changes in orbit were made by using the thrusters on Apollo and

"*iyuz to increase at-aPOgee. Thesechanges put Apollo in a 205-
1;;;1V..205.:kilon2eter Circular orbit and7'Seyuz in ad. accurate 222 by; .177

,', kilometer, circular orbit. At just the right time, Apollo increased its speeti to
. reach the 222;kilometer height near Soyuz for rendezvOus and docking.

_

a description. ; Pamphlet I gives More detailed of these orbits and how they weie

changed.

.Yollightlessness
When you sit in _a chair, you e-forc you down because
the chair pushes back up with an equal but opposite for e ( ew o bird

Law), On Earth, every mass m must be suppOrted by a force F. to its

weight: F mg, where g is the acceleration ofgravity, a 9.8-in/seb increase in L.,
speed ,during every second of fall. When Apollo or Soyuz; or any other

:spacecraft; is in orbit with the thrusters off, the spacecraft is falling,toward'
Earh, and nothing inside needs to be shpporteci. When an eleVator starts to go

down; you' can feel a lessening of your,weight, the forcebetWeen your feet and

the elevator floor. If the elevator cable broke so that the-elevator fell doWnthe
shaft,"the-force on your feet would be zero. There is nothing to push you u7--1-
because you and theelevator.are falling together at the s'aine.Speed and sante

accelitation". This applies, eqUally to. Other. people and objectS in the. falling!:
elevator:. hl this "free fall," everything is iveightless;'P =.0 and g: =0.This
weightless condition is called zero-g.

is one of .the. most significant factors affecting biologic
materials eiperimen4 in spade, It also produces surprising effects on the



lives-of astronautsand cosmonauts. For instance, the astronaut cannot just put
something i..-4-a-tahle; it would float away. There ks.no tdown":111the cabin'.
To stay :'theLastrOtiantiSt anchor himself to
Sometliing.fixed-on:the-Vablli? (In Skylab, each astronaut hack special
cleats on his shoes that fit into a grating on the floor.) Liquids inierO7gWOnt
stay in ctips ; so drinks, are squeezed from plastic bagiintO'the mouth. Water'or
TiTel-dOein1LkaY at the "bottorn" of a ,rarily :filled tank..There,;ai6'nO
convection .currents-in.the cabin hot The'aitiOnauts
needed 2 or 3 days to get used to zerO:i. It made some oitherrieasiCk at first
and shifted blood from their legs to the upper parti of their bodies. Other.

eficcts are described in FaMphlet VII. ,
. . .

,

Questions: for Discussion
(Time Zones, Docking. Module', Launch; Zero-g),

' I. The Cosmonauts ate supper in Soyuz at 10:55 p.M21y1OScov,7-
time. What-Was the time then in LontioA; England (GMT)? Wliat was
.in youi honie'ton?

; 2. Why was thire never an-open passageway between AP011o an
-while they were docked?,--,

3. How,much fuel (kerosene and liquid oxygen) was needed;to put each
kilogram of Apollo into orbit` How much for Soyuz?

:4, An astronaut in zero.;g wants-to push a cabinet door put. What would, .

happen if he did so-without anchoring himself? . V..:



ronom xperiments

stronomers using data. obtained. outside t e Earth's atmosphere have two ,

major adVantages,dverastrOnomers obseryi )frorn Earth. Thennore Po
tant. advantage is that their dati"Come:from tside the Earth's atmosphere,
which blocks ic4ays,'Idiranolet; and most of einfraredlight coming from
space. Even with large teleSeopes like the 508 entimeter.(2007ineh)`oneat

:the Palomar Observatory in.California; ground-0 sed astronomers can pfioto-
graph or detect only'visible light (violet, blue, gre n, yelloW, red) anstiprsmall

-portion ofultraviolet, and infrared: Parnpf#t II des .ibes this in.greatO detail.
Because the atmosphere bl urS the'photographs .talc n with. large telescopes;,

. . very faint stars aremiiiea and larger objects (gas clo ds and galaxies) are not
shiiwn sharply. Observations obtained outside. the Ospheit have. a

-second !advant age: `\
A telestOpe was carried,to the Moon on Apdllo 16, nd other- telescopes

have been used above the atmosphere in Skylab and in tin' tinned satellites: `A

.special x-ray detector was , used on Apollo-SOyA:. and, liotLigraphs were
taken of theiolar Corona, a gas.cloud aitamil the Sun wit a temperature of
aboiat 1 000 000 K.

A Experiment Proposals and Organi*ati in o
for Apoll6Soyuz ', 7. -: :

a In 1972, NASA' invited scientists ftdm alrover the world to pro e experi-
dents for The Apollo-Soyui mission. In all, 161 proposals were submitted to

.

:NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C.' Each pioposed werinient was, ; ._

assigned eniqber: 'MA-001 to MA-16I. Of these, 135 Catnefrorn scientists ,
in the United States; eight from West Germany; seven from FranCe; fOur, from

India; three from the U.S.S.R.; and one each from Ireland, Scotland, SWe7

den, and Switierland.. Each proposal specified a' scientific objective,: de-:
scribedthe equipment necessary, and estimated the amount of:astronaut or n

cosmonaut time required in flight. Finally, the cost of building the equipment
and analyzing the experiment results wA estimated. For U.S:AnVestigatiOns
NASA supplied the necessary funds; ,foreign investigators were financed b;;\

, ,

'.'their oyerninents.. A .

The .S. National' Academy of Sciences reviewed Most of the proposals

and ted:thern.according to scientific. Value. Then, on the basis of weight;
costope.ra *rtuglime,_and complexity of spacecraft maneuvers required,, the
NASA Manned Space File-11E3-W( rimentS-Board.(MSFEB) selected 28 exper-,

.. iments. These experiments are listed in Table 3.1.: Fiveof them required joint
astronaut - cosmonaut activities; and the Soviet Space Science Beard added six
more forthe cosmonauts only There 'vas a Plincipal Investigator for each
eipetiment;,he was held responsible b.y\NASA for analyiing the results and
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writing a final report._ West 'Germany developed and financed two experi-
ments, but their Principa nvestigators had to make reports in English to
NASA. The Russian scie s who worked on joint experiments also submit
ted reports, to NASA.

The complicated organ' ion for the, experiments is shown. in Figur4 3 :1.
Arungementi for the 1.1:S.-U.S.S.R. joint experirnents were made between
NASA and the Soviet' Academy of Sciences; and arrangements for the West'
German experiments were made between NASA and the German MiniStry for
Research and Technol :ey. The NASA John F.' Kennedy,Space Center (I{SC),;
Lynaon_BJohnson_Space_Center_CISQ,_.George:C44arsnalL.Space-Flight
Center (MSFC), Robert H. Goddard. Space Flight Center, (GSFC), LangleY
Research' Center (LaRC), and' Spacecraft Tracking and. Data Network,
(STDN)' were all involved. in ensuring that'the experiments- fitted into the
Apollb-Soytiz schedule. The dashed lines in Figure 3.1 shoW informal com
munications that were use d in preparing for flight and in writing the final
published reports. ,



.Organization diagram for NASA space science experiments. The Principal In-
' vestlgators (bottom boxes) proposed the experiments and are responsible for

reporting the results..

Figure
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[3 X-Ray-Pulsar!
One of the interesting results of the astronomy experiments comes froth Z-ray
measurements made in the MA-048 EXperitnglit. The Principal Investigator
was Herbert Friedrnan!of the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in WaShington,
D.C. As explained in1Pamphlet IL this experiment meaLired ic-.rayS coming
from Itiarious directions. In one direction, x7rays were4detected coming froM a
star 200 000 light-years away lethet.SMall -Magellanic' Cloud, a ;galaiy
outside ouown Milky Way Galaxy. These x-rays came-in pOses, about 0.7
second apart,. which shorter than the periads of 10 .pther known x-ray
pulsars: The best' explanation is that a ,highdensity .Neutron Star. (an'-old
collapSed,staf) about 5 kilometers in radius'is rotating once every 0.7second..- .

This is illustrated in Figure 3.2: The Netitron Star is in a 3:89-day orbit wand
a blue (very hot) gimit star, which is diktorted by the gravity' of the Neutron
Star. Gas is pulled off from thisgiant tide, falls at high speed into the Neutron
Star, and produces x- rays...

Neutron Stars have collapsed because of large gravity: forces. If gravity
pulls' a star to an even smaller radiu-s, the .star becomes an" invisible 'Black
Hae, a collapsed mass, of extremely high density., Neution Stars and Black'
Holes are- described

1

in Pamphlet II.



Orbital speed
in 3.89-day 'period

X-ray
output

Enlargement of
Neutron Star

(adiatitet el r0)491

\
\

1'

About
3 million
km

To Earth

r.
Explanation of the SMC X-1 x-ray pulsar. The small Neutron Star is spinning
rapidly as It circles the huge blue giant star. The Neutron Star has a"hotspot"
on it from whiOh most of the x-rays come. They are detected when the hobipot
faces the Earth.. - . -

Figure 3.2

C Artificial Solar -Eclipse
In one of the joint exPeriments.(MA-1 48), Atiolldtvits urtdociced from Soyuz

and moved; about 200 meters..ahead, along a line toward' the Sun.. At this .

distancc, 4ppllo looked twice as large as the Sun, as seen froM Soyuz. During
the set:0*km, Apollo occulted the Sun Troiri,Soyuz' view (Apollo's shadow

; covered S9Ytz); Figure 3:3 shows the lineup;-With Apollo between Soyuz and

the Sun just before spacecraft sunrise.
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.., FIgure '3a, ! Orbit and separation ofApollo...and Soyuz-for',.thp-Artificial:SOlarEclipscr4c-.....
---:-.,--.7.7:77.7 :--Parlilient MA-148. The lower arc is the iiirfaee of the Earth; the'Apollo.;Soyuz . :: : .. ...!

! ':.''; !' " !. . :';' ...Orbit (dashed line) ia shown 222 kilometers above it.-Sliepositioris are 'shown, .- : .., ' y.:

._. ; ....._ .1 ,. ,irom sunrise (at the right) to redOcking (at the left) The two horizontal lines ',, .

,shaW,tha-dirabtion of sUnlight from which Apollo shadowed SOYi.li': L',. ;'-,' ,; .. 2: ,Y., . . , .:,-,Z
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The cosmonauts,* a camera mounted at the window in, the forward hatch
of the, Soyuz Orbital. Module where the Docking Module had been docked.

i
, This camera was automatic; it 'repeatedly took six exposures of 1/6 second to

11 seconds on speCial high-speed Kodak filM. (No one was sure of the proper
exposure for the solar coronathe faint cloud of gases surrounding the Sim.).
The SOiet Sc ientistS 'wanted to measure the brightness of the corona out to 3
million kilometers from the surface of the Sun. The corona fades into zodiacal
light, as shown in Figure 3.4. The cosmonauts took several good photographs
and a number of poor ones. When Apollo fired its jets to keep in the proper
orientation;, the jet gases were illuminated by the strongsunlight and showed
up on the photographs, covering the solar corona. .The best photographs; .

taken when the Apolltiljets were off,;werelineasured to get the brightness of -

the corona and the zodiacal light. These brightnesses were three times brighter
thataimilar measurements; made from airplanes during a solar eclipse by the
Moan. In the airplane view, some corona,light was absorbed: Also light was
scattered by,the Earth's atmospherethe sky background rWas not totally
black for the airplane view. It is also possible that the corona was three,tintes
brighter in 1975 than it was in 1954 when the airplane measurements -were

made.

_ -

EcHritic

t

,

Schematic diadram: of the inner corona, the outer corona, and the zodiacal light.
Except for the edge of the Sun, there are /no sharp -edges tci\ of these
regions. /./

Figure 3.4
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Clue tions for Disctission
(X-Ra s, Solar. Eclipse)

I

. ..
5. pc-\rajfs are made by machines in the dentist's office or in the hospital. In

these k ray machines, high -speed electrons are fired at a target, using 20 000.
or 30 /000 volts to speed them up in a vacuum tithe. HoW is this similar to what
occurs in an x-ray Pulsar?

6. Why couldn't the Russian, scientists photograph an artificial solar
.

ecli se from the ground by using \ a tall chimney to. block out the Sun?
.....k.



TwO eiperiments" (MA-089 and MA-128) were designed to measure small .-

deviationi in the Earth's gravity due to regions of the crust Where the density is
_higher or lower than 'average. Accurate measurements were-made byradacof

_

therdistance between two orbiting spacecraft as they passed over such :a
region:The changes in this distance.indirectly measured the changing force of
gravity:: (see Pamphlet .1V). Another experinient(MA-059) measured the'
density ofoxygen and nitrogen in the Earth's atmosphereitau altitnde'Of 222
kiloMeters' by observing their effects 'on a beam Of light rellected;back.and
fOrth.between the' spacecraft (see Pamphlet V). TWO other exPeriMents.are.
described

. . s

A Aerosols: . . .

.

T J. Pepin of thepnivysity of Wyoming was the Principal hiyeStigator for
MA-007; an experiment to measure how .MuCh sunlight is absorbed. by 'the
Earth's atmosphere just. after spacecraft sunrise or just before spacecraft'

, , sunset.' FroM these measurements, ifie-amount of aerosols in the atmoSpliere

could be estimated. The measurements from Apollo were compared With

those made from the ground. (These measurements are given in Pamphlet VI)
Aerosols are very sinall particles of dust or droplets of liquid like those from

ah aerosol spray can.. The droplets frOm ihese spray cans do not Polline the
upper atmosphere. It is the Freon gas in the cans that rises high into the
atmosphere and :reduces the- amount_of: ozone (03). by chemical reactions:
Reduction' of this ozone allows more ultraviolet. sunlight,' Which cansis
sunburn and Skin cancer, to come through the atmoSPhere.',

The.path of sunlight through the atmosphere to ApollO just before sunset is

shown in Figure 4.1:The light reaching Aps011o at Point-4 Passed through air in

layer A,'...!('.iiery close: to the surfaCe, .and `was affected by aerosols at low

altiiiide: Earlier, light through' higher altitude air to reach point 3: The

MA -007 ,Eiperiment used measurements of the 5i:in's -brightneis 'for 15
minutes beforesunset to estimate the amounts of aerosols In, layeri,A, B, C,:

D, and so on Of couise, the sunlight receiyed at point 41,passed through layers

. B, C; and D as well as layer. A, so the ealetilatiedis cornplieated:.
Sunset from Apollo-Soyuz was, muchquicer thaii wesee on the ground

Oecanse the spacecraft had a." day'! ,of only .93 Minutes' instead of, our 24
hours.: The Sun'.S changing brightness was measured with an instrument:
called a-Photometer;oaimed at the Sun through a windolk in the Apollo
COminand Module. The photometer brightness:feadings for 1.5 minutes
before sunset were:recorded and later converted to curves of aerosol density
verSUS altitude. These curves fitted measurements made from the ground and
extended them up into the stratosphere, 20 to 30 kilometers above the Earth's
surface.

e



' Apollo-Soyuz.otbit

Observations . ,

Irom ,:./1
Apollo

,.Layers in the
atmosphere

1

Figure 4.1 Scherhatic diagram of M4007Junset observationa: The::layers In thri at
mosPhere and the Apollo-Sayuz orbit are..eiaggeiated for; clarity. The Sun's
rays passing close to the Saith'j surfaCeare bent downward by refraction due.
to the.hIgher density in th " lower layers of theratmOsphpre.,. :

, .

.,The aerosol liquid dropiets in the Earth's atmosphere seem to be sulfuric
acid (H2,104) and water, winch probably come from volcanoes on the surface.
The volcanoes spew outlij,drogh 'sulfur dioxide (SO2)
gases that rise high in the,, mosphere As theyrise; they react with each other
under the influence Of sue to form sulfuricaeld.:T The Experi-
ment shoWed thai.there wire more aerosols in the Northein'tkinisplieiCsthan.
in the SOuthern.....Heniiiphr on In13722;,197.iirihis was 'probably due to a
volean6 in Guatemnia.(squth' of Mejtico) that eiiiptnd in. October 1974.

. The resultgof th MA -Od)7 ExPeriMent on StratoSp!ieriCEAerosOl show that
this technique of measuring sunlight at spacedraft:*inrise and...iunser can be..
used to deteriiiine: the ailiOunt of, dust and droplets high in the Earth's .

-atmosphere: 'Suh, .i'erosoik can affect the weather, so measurements, of this
kind are important ?if on.Earth. . .

. .
. ,



Oud$9. Water, Currents an
. ..

L A. ndforms ---

K l ge:numberdidoWnward photographs we . aken'fromApolle,Sp.yuz...,
_

tieliPlibtOgiaPhS'eroin previous siiieeeiaft had en:found very useful.: The .

spaces, v.ariMuCh,higher than...aitplanesiab tit photographs can give a:
. ^ ..broader

i

ieV (SeVeral:,hlnded kilometers across) -.0?1 sucl:photOg raphs;
seientiSts Can ieebgnizethe cloud patt erns Of ar end storm front !,

.Warnle\ tits of seawater like, the Gulf Stream along t ell S:Atlantic coaSL
Cin-:liatOgra liS'Of large land areasthat are net obscured.by clouds, .geOlogiits; .

can trace mountain chams;:river valleys; and breaks in the Earth's crust called''

. iiitSI'lie0C1\.triiglici'Old VOlektnoesandCraters.formed where iariO,MeteerS hit
_..

-the; Earth long ago .BiologiSts use such photographs to see ..hciwgreen the
forests are, hoWerops are growing, and where deserts are drying up the land. :
...1. Tld photOgraPhsi anil the. astronauts' desCriptions of the *ViaWktheyysaw:.

, were organized liqi?tperiment MA4 36'by Farouk the>StitithOttlan

:institution in Washington, D.0 The astronauts Were provided with several
.... , .

. CameraS;two of theM automatic. .4k camera was firmlyiitOtintadon*speCial
. ..windOkin the 'Apollo Command MOdule, and its exposures were autontati-:

. , ,

-, - COY: tithed so that each' photograph overlapped the one before and the One

'after )617,p_eiCent (*dap was used to ensure-that eNierypeint.:aieng:thi
: groundtrack Was:photographed at least twice. Fairs of photograplis:conld be

MeaSnied-to:. determine meunialn heights and C laid he iglitS"i::Aban. ;1560
.. OhotOgraphyvere.takeil.:%ScVen of the.MOstinterestingccolor photographs are

shown' in -Figur;;;;.4.2 tbi4.k.:. t .; .,... ,. ,: :- , :. ';'..,:. ,:::. \:.

.':' --'' FrOin their. Preflig14.traiiiing; the astronautskneW which areikWereafmost

... . ., .. , .:. . .

scientific interest; They tape-recorded descriptions in ..Words, using a::!Color 7%

; ...:wheel!!:1.0 speciify the Colors they Saw:. The:Color wheel NVas i paper rliskwith'
54 .:reddish.broWn Colors and 54'.blUishgreen colors...bit it, each Color With a:
mithber..--,The astronautchose the color nearest the desert sand or seawater he

. 'waSIOOkinand reported its'. number, Hebeten'oughtigliniPseS of under.:
.

.waier' features, hat did not appear on; he, phOtographSSand also pointed 'out:

7 'featiireS that should be studied on the' 1166' ii hs lateiOn(SeePamplileeV)..
P , g 13

: :GrOtinilcrews made measurements at some of the i 8 areas selected for
M

...., ,.
AL.' 36 obServations at the same time'. that AP011o-Soyuz passed overhead.

For instance, several groupS of shipi measured salinity (amount of salt in the
seawater)', water color; red tides (poisonous plankton in the; $iater);:water
currents, and types of clouds Overhead. Other ground crewSmapped:. part. of

the Western 'Desert in Egypt andmeasured the Sand colt* in'. SeVeral PlaCes.

The MA-.136:photOgraphs and astronauts 'reports agreed-with these
trUth". measurements and extended: them over much 'wider areas.. ,

Altorth over the South Atlantic.Occan i§-show:n In' Figure 4.2 .Winds..
bloWingeloekvVise arounda lew-pressure area form a spiral beclouds. titular,

.
. c, -

-
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Sunlight reflected from the Parani River in Peru end Brazil. The zig,zags built
up over .thousands of years as the river Wore away its banks.



Figure 4.4 View across Spain Into the Mediterranean Sea. The Strait of Gibraltar Is In the.
foreground, and the curved horizon (tOo.).hoWs the atmosphere's alrglbw as a
hazy blue band . ..

.



Internal waves in the Atlantic Ocea -west of Spain. In this vertical view, Figure 4.5

sunlight Is reflected from the ocean dace at the lower left Just to the right
of that, you can see faint blue stripes caused by the internal waves.

,t



, ....

photographs at -a smaller scale are -provided by television in ,unmanned,
weather Satellites for use by weather forecasters. ::' .. ,.

hi Figure 4.3, sunlight is reflected from three rivers in BraZil and shows the
zigzag pattern of an .oldmeandering.river. The silt carried: by the slowly
flowing river is dePogite#in natural leVeesbankS'along the riVer! zig7iagS,' - -:

These levees are not fixed but move slowly as the river wearsthem.away;and;
drops more silt: Figure 43. and otherphOtographs show that these levees dam
up ponds. and swampS on either side of tlieriver. Most of the :.Valley is tht(if
unsuitable for agriculture or highways or Other development being studied by
Brazilian and U.S: geographers.

As Apollo-Soyuz passed over the Strait of Gi4tar, the took a .: :
.

photograph that shows the 'curVed horizon far across the-Mediterranean:Sea
(Fig. 4:4). A little later,. they took' a downWarct View:Of the AtlanticOcean'
West of Spain (Fig. 4.5).; Sunlight is reflected off the ocean surface in the
lower left corner of the photograph. To theright of that reflection, you can see '.

long:dark-blue stripe which indiCate the_; presence of salinity :deep:in the '
water Some of these tripes are're more than 50 Iciloineters long The internal
waves in the sea areprobably causedlby the moresalty Mediterranean water
flowing out through the Strait of Gibiraltar and can only be-seen *(Or photo
graphed) when the lighting is jiist right:

A vertical view of the Nile giver Delta isithoWkinFigure:4.6. Sunlight is
reflected -:off the Mediterranean Seajuit .itorth of the EgyPtianscoast::ArOund
the edges Of the Sun's refleclioh, you calf see patches: of wi, -,,; may be; the
freshwater of the Nile River mixing with`theisaltwater of thesea. The Stiez
Canal is off the photograph to the top right. ': .: :

Differences in sand color are, shown in Figure 4.7 a vertical view, of a
desert, in Australia where new (yellow) sand is advancing over older:(dark red) -'
sand. Thii difference in cOlof was codfirnied 'bygroun&truth teams.

Figure' 4.8 shows the Levantine Rift, i crack in the Earth's crust that-runs
through the Dead Sea northward along:the 'Jordan 'River through the Sea of
Galilee in Israel. It was described by the astronauts as splitting into three rifts
north of the Sea of Galilee. The westernmost of thesethreecraCks is.Partly
covered by clouds.

These and many other MA-136 photographs and desCriptiOns are being
studied by scientists who are interested ,in SloW movements of the. Earth's
crust. They believe that North America away from and South
America drifted awayi, from .Africa during. the 'last 250 million years. The
Levantine Rift shows that the Arabian PeninSula is now twisting tiwaY.from
Egypt and Africa. The scientists.have traced slow continental drifts like this
and made maps of What the land areas of die world looked like.500 Million
years ago. At that time; there was one big Continent, now called Pangaea..It
later split up into. North and South Ainerica, .Europe, Africa, Asia, and
Australia.



The Nile River Delta. The bright patch is sunlight reflected from the sea sur- Figure 4.8
face. The delta or triangle of land -at the river mouth is made of soil washed
down from the mountains of Africa over many millions of years.

; ;



.Figure 4 7 The Simpson Desert In Australia: Note the talorLdif rences betwen old (red)
sand and hew., (yellow) ,sand and :.the. d dunes that JOOkikt like

.

"hundreds of parallel road tracks" to the astrona s;



The Leiantine Rift In Israel This Crack: In the Earth'scfest.extends from the Figure 4.EI

Gulf of Aqaba at the northern end of the Red Sea through the Dead See (lower. .

right) to the Sea of Galilee It was probably caused by a tWisting of the
from Africa :in the general continental drip. ----'Or` : . .

.



uiiticiiis.: cii.;;DisctiStion.
.:.(SuOset;.RefraCtion',"Aei6Solg;;OiiiMetry)

. ::;':),,,i, .-::,-,,,;-:.: . . -. -

7: On a yerylar evening; you might see the Sun first touch the horizon at-6
p.m: AbOOtI3 minutes 'Iater;':thCtop: of the . Sun WOUld-disapPeaf,.beloW the.

.. .horizon. How ' long: did: this sunset take as seen frOlriAp011OOyuz?-...).:::.

8. .Why are the ,rays. of light bent. downward in Finw
. .

9. Why -:do scientists think chit ,the -aerosols.' measured in the ',MA-007 :
Experiment came from volCanoei rather than from: factory chinineys?-','

, : v,,,r ,: 'li ,".ii:.1:;-i1::

10. Show by drawing a diagram how two photographs of aelOud taken
two, places in Apollo's orbit 60 kilometers apart land; at. a height of 22
kilometers can be used to measure' the 'height orthi CIOUd.

11. Show by drawing a diagram how far away the hori
spaceeraft in Figure 4.4, taken from 222 kilometeis altitude:

12. If you were an astronaut describing the view sh wn in Fi
aspects would you report?
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:. FOr,biologists,.Apollo-Soyuz offered two conditions that cannot be' at hed. ..

'

.,

ihigiolnd-bi kd laboratories: (1) Ything 'in the..iPace.craft was we i ht ess . .

andi(2);eVeythh&wasbOnbard by many nora high-energy cOsni r s' . .

thanbi-the:EtitWssinflCe.Itaddi On;theastrOnaiiii and cosmonaats w

conditions were .used in in-.6..:hirilOgi al. eiperimenti[aaWell-.4 ;f01.
-sealed 'in.afairly;sniallspiee together, ,wili baCtitia-and OthersiiiieMbegi.The

medical tests Made on the, astronauts alid.5. cosmOnantSihefOre and;after t e
fligWManY,",'Of theSe experiments and Vests were. continuations of spac
00i01*.rile'aitireMentS,inade on previous NASA and :Soviet flightii:Ev r

leo-. since the. beginning 'of.the; Space, Age, : pla..haye.,wonderedhowy:t
conditio s iri a spacecraft would affect h ans;;and'.the, early flights Ave

threaasi 1naiitS*AYed iii:Orbirfor .ti'reCOid illt.daYs:WithiiiiseriouS:ceffec ; ,.

carefoll :controlled so that astronautswouldntsuffer or get sick:. OaSkyla . ,

*ni'ohi-shOWS':thatl.thehiiiiian',pOoy cari,adaiit ths0aCeflightCOnditiOni.':.
The nio:inteOsity of cOSitiie. ray -iii'a spacecraft t*prObablYwi set the tim.. . , .

. ,.liniit\fOr hiiiiiariS in space The effects of 'COSinic fkayhave.bee -*died o
',. small IliViiig organiSnii..Such as spores; seeds, and mud variabilit

exists that many organiSins must be studiedlo get re ti is that are. id on the
, . i . .. ri

average:'The cosmic rays themselvesara not simple..They are a m of nuclei
:.. frOm different kinds of atoms moving it'Speeds closet the velocit of light.

The dangerOUS-Ones have high masS. and high charge ( OniPareiltrif proton)
and very I?igh.. speed : (high etiergY);hay. Come from directiOns, .1. d are

..

called 1g lielic Cosriiie raYs.:(see Pamphlet kW: Other o .iai.iyi':) lower
energy come from 'the Siin..BiolOgieal effect's are' al SO P clUiPeci3Y.fiigh speed...,..'

. (lowmass)] prOtons that oscillate' betWeed.thaEirth'S aglietic .POles in the ..
. . -

Van' Allen belt (see Pamphlet. VI). ManyortheSeparticle produce add tional
(i '681,C16/?;''), particles and 'rays ;When they hit the meta ;in the spaC Craft;

...that ,' when a high -speed proton hits the nucleus of an alu m In atom, it can,

:. . 1

. 'II k Clue!. a neutron. or create in it-ray.'.: Astronauts; :See s; knerspa s, in '.... .

.: Apo 11 -So iiz: were thus bombarded by galactic cosmic ray; :S'Olar' esrilic,
lays,,rays,., an ._11eir.:belt protons, and secondaries in varying pro itkns!4 ring ' ..

./..... '.. ,. ; \ :'- Ivorbit and thrte-Eah:
he effeets of weightlessness iirzero-g are less complicated: \Anitnal and'

h manaare co Used by the abs'ence.offamillar grayity, and they body'.f idS;

such as bloc1c1;. tend tOrise to the upPer parts of the body-because; there i .nr,

gratVity tO pull `tl blood. `' down" into the legS. AstrOnauts whl. haves. nt
several weeks in em-g haVe lost body,Weight and haVealsci lost calcium fr* m!

.k then; bOneS: The .effeeti are well eStablished, althoughbiologists Can ot
lexplain the loss o f Calcium from bones.:- .

'



tight Flashes in Astronauts Eyes
An iinexpecterfeffect of cosmic rays on hi:mai-IS-Wag:first noted on the Apollo .: \,

i

11, mission to the Moon, 61 1969 Astronaut Edi;vin'.`,`..13uzzr Aldrikreporied :
that fie kept Seeing, flashes of light irhile64 eYeSWere:closed On later flights,.
iciciii0cs -ciuiciea. theie flaiheS; and:Iiill''POgne?(On!$141ab.,inilgygaWr. .

eight, flailieSI.::Per Minute. T.7,F.,i!'ilticiiilgi;>::the.Pririeipal::InieStigator: fOr ..-,'-'
.,. ..

EZPeriMent N/Idk106, collected deScriptions of these; flashes and did:'SOine

experinients with highentigy ions shot out of a COI.otiOti!Iti. his labOratory,::
He knew exactly what kind of PartiCieS ieie;:iri the:,4diOri*icaaiii What
energy they had aStheyeatered the.headsigiheibitintegs4,1f13ndingeraiined.

'.. the beam through the:brain., the volunteeirdidtipt'seihasb:jf:4Only When
thehigh-eriergy:iOns Pasecf.throagii the/. eye fliatiligies'Were:seen:";: =.:__:-

The many different shapes and sizes of flashes reported by, the atrOpauts'ill . .

space and by the volunteerSiat thee'yclOtrOkareShoWnj.hfigure 5.: 1;..., These ,,
different .shapes and sizes cOmplicatetheexplanatiOnfbf hOW,theflaShes are ,,:
produced. The idea is that a cosmic raiCaUSes aiiash:WheriliP4seS
through the_ eye's "detector," ihetetikia::-Theietii4ii a'iogioi at the back
iiiel,eyebalks/hekenerie endings are sensitive to the tioht fOeitithere by iiie
ens at the-front of the.eye: The cosmic ray, ionizes a'few atom's or molecules, . .

which produces a signal in the optic;i4riie.-..ThiSSignal is interpreted by the
br ri as a "single star (upper right in Flig,.5.1); orperhapsactimma." The

diffuse cloud ": flashes seem to be something different . ..

e "king streak!' 'Might be caused by a cosmic' ray: that crosses along the
retina surface. Double stars and double ltreaks are most Probablycaused by a

.\ z,;-
\cosanc\r-4 that hits..tWo Parts of one 'eYelpi Perhaps paiSes.throughbOth eyes

(nCe::.pCi. one can tell which eye sees any flash) .:'Thi,!difftise\'aioticr could. be

eau

,

id hgalactic eosniel r4S,WithLiery_.high=enirgy high; Mass, and high
. atol:.a\ber Z. Because are moving So.fasttheSe"HZE "particle's,"

. (fer iglZ, High-Energy)might produce flash of light, like:a shOckWaye as
. they enter( eyeball,(see Pamphlet VI): ThiS idea pasnOt yet been CheCked in
the laboratory,r

,



Supernova
(very bright

flash)':

. Snow
'(nriore than

short
streaks)

Shapes and sizes of reportedfight flashes.,The e 10 pictures were sketched Figure 5.1
to illustrate flashee reported by astronauts and, by volunleeis in' the cyclotron ; '
laboratory. "_
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The MAt106 Experiment on Apollo-Soyuz involvedwo astronauts.' They
were hlindfOlded minutes before the experiment started, so that their eyes ;
Would:be:adaptedto the'.'darkneSs,:;When either one SAW aiflasti;;he presseda
buttOilandeierihe iheflaihirito a taPe'reCOrdei:7'For one complete Orbit(93
minutes); the two:me6 recorded the flashes that theyi.saw in different parts of
the Orbit: 'Cosmic-ray detectors were located neatlhen.heads4O-record; the

. physical' nature of the particles (see Paniptiies..:yOkT4e. number offlashes.'
counted: per minute matched :th-e,meaSnrek
changeil with the 4611SOSO)../42::(11,16:00r,(04 'COSMiC''.. rays is

higher near the North 'and Sinith`.1:5Oles than near theEtitiatOran effect of the
.

-Earth's magnetic field.)
A map,of the Earth with theApallo:Soyuz'oloundtrackfin it and the times

(GMT) when the spaceeraft-passed ver is shown:in, FigUre',5:2:'-,The
flash experiment started at 15:00 G u when Ap011'OSciyuzwaspst ,south of
'Alaska at the top left of Figure 5. ; it e ded at 16:35 GMT, at the top right.

Figure 5.2

July 22, 975
Revoll3tior:111 0

60°

15.
GMT

, 30°
Z

'30°

1111117 15:20
'mot

ar

S reak
Comma
Voldog

'Supernova

5

I 1171620 El
GMT

GMT

vv:401111

4,0° 1-20' 90° 60° 0 30°
W

Longitude

60° 90' 120° 150° 16(r 150°

Orbit track, location, and typo of light flashes. The six symbols are defined at
the left as types of flashes pictured in Figure 5.1.
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1 . ,
king the groundtraek are shown the fl:Ishes that were reported: one !' super-

a',,.andtwoliotdags'.7 (upperleft) and many stars;streakS,and co_ mMas.: . ,

otelhat inoSt:Of;theflaittei were seen at latitudes arger thin 30`1.- K'bi.', S. .
.: except Or a'grOup near 90°:E16ngittide and a feW near' °W. longitude. At 30'

')Nr:lOngitiide;ril.SAA reterstO the SOtith:Atlantic Anomaly; a place where the. ..
radiatiOngr,thei',c(an ki6beli'iiVeriiinteriie,MariY high.iii-iY.PrOtOni6ee
Pamphlet Aywere;eipected 'al the SontlfAtlantiC Anomaly becaUsethcyhad
been'deteciedthefebY instrurpentsOnSkylab at a440-kilometer altitude The , .

',.. inienSitiOf;:these`protonS at the 222-kilotheter :altitade' of llo-SOyaZ:Was

23 times less trhan in Skylah;partlybecansethethiCker walls f Apollo were a
: better shield than the thin: Walk on Skylab, However, many. rOt64Still,got ..

thr6iiill'iii the aSirOnaniS':. eyes in AR6119:-SOy#,..and:13adjag i.'ciPlairiSthe :.

three or four'llisheSiseen near SO* AtItintiazAaorintly as ritclear reac-
tions between high7Speed protons and atorns,in;the retifia,(t.vii-Nn, nitrogen,
arid: thiygen)._ When .a ,proton, collides 'with:One of these' atoms, the..atOrn
explodes 'and shoOts out a hrgh-sPeed alpha 'partiOle (helium.' nucleus).. This
alphaPartiCle can iorite. Other atoms ,in ,the retina' and cause a star, orstreak '
(Fig. 5..1) even thoughe originnlhigh,speed protbn:Could not itself "P7oduce .

a 'flash. ,. : .

The:MA-106 Experiment shows. that high - energy cosniic. rays cause the'.'.
light flaSheS in astronauts' eyes, but more work must be dorie to explain:the .
various1Shapes.andSizes of the flashes and to discover whether cOSmie rays

, . , .

will darnage. the retina or brain.cells- in people' on long srincefliihis in the
. .

future. .. .
a

: Biostack III
i

. . , .. . ..:

In the tit; stack' lisiExperiment,' large- numbers' of living Organisms-75 x log
...,17

SporeS;:23-000`seeds; and 30 000 eggS-4eriesiackedWith interleaved sheets
of plastic that' record the passagl. of ccismic raYs:Biostack III was a German '
experiment (MA-107) arid Was snperVised by ;.Horst Bucker of the;paiverSity..,.

of Frankfurt, assisted 'by 32 Co4nvestigatyrs..from West-GerrnariSit,:,France,:,..
and theUnited States. Figure 5.73 showspe, basic idea; to track the.passage of,'
each,COsinic-ray particle through the itikk from its effect on the plastic-sheets \
(echoic* nitrate and Leian) and frorrIthe blackening of sPecial 'photographic .::-,.

film that is sensitive to particle traelcs. TheSe:setnsitivelayers ShOW"whiCh :

spOre,-.seed, or egg the cosmic ray pasivii:Ithrough.:.theSpores;; Seeds,' and
eggS:that Wereienetrated were later,watched as they gre.w.or hatched to see
what effect, the cosmic ray: :. ., ° '1 , ..4.

.:;After.the'Biostaek 'Was 'retirrnecIO Frankfurt,' the
with:

filni, was

developed and the plastic.' Sheets were " etched' with: s'odfum- hydroxide
:-;



Cosmic ray particle

a

Figure 5.3 Diagram of Blostack Ill with a cosmic-ray track. This sketch shows a small part
of thd stacicogreatly enlarged. Each sheet of cellulose nitrate (CN) aed'Lexan
plastic, is about 0.1 millimeter thick. PVA stands for p inylalcohol,la kind of
glue used to stick the small spores, seeds, or shrimp ggs' to the CN sheets..
The cosmic-ray track was 1b4ated?rom its effect on ea CN'and Lexanlayer.



\ 1 .4, \

(NaOH), which dissolved the plastic :where HZE particles had passed
' through. This\ etching left small tubes through the plastic that could be

examined undera microscope to see'which spore, seed, oregg had been "hit"
(see Pamphlet VI). These Spores, seeds,. and eggs ,''ere lifted off the plastic
with a special rifierofnanipnlator.'GrouPs of spores, Seehis, and eggs that were

not near' any cosmic -ray track were also gathered Lo be -Usedins control
samples. In these control groups, 90 percent of the pores formed bacterial
colonies in la culturea warm jelly that stimulates he growth:of bacteria.
Only_ 65 percent of the spores that were hit by cosm c rays formed colonies.
The seeds that were it sprouted, but some of their lants had smaller leaves
than the plants of the' control group: About 90 pement of the eggs that were hit.

---hatchedrbut-many-Of-the-shrimp-larvae-were-def rmed.
Theie Biostack resultsshoW that HZE cosmic r s generally damage small

living organisms. The photographic film shoWedi at many °thee; high-energy
particles prodticed "star tracks'', where a cosm ray explOded. If such an
explosion occurred in \a 'spore, seed, Or egg, it Vitiuld cause 'fitrther dainage.
Further study, of these results and similar experinents on future spaceflighis _

.- should show how cosmic rays affeet living cells, including those in humans on
lotirspacefjights. ,

"Up" and "Down" for Fish in Zero-g.
Like humans, fish know Which direction is down on Earth. They swim with

bellies doWn. Like humans, they get/this sense of up7down from the.
,'vestibiilarprgan in the ear, which." feels" which -way is down (along theorce
of gravity) and is responsible for a' sense of balance. Like, humans (astro-
nauts),' the fish are confused when put in a1 zero -g environment: The V;iiifiSh .
Hatching and Orientation Experiment (MA-161) was designed to measure the

\ degree of,confusion and to learn whether. minnows 'hatched in zero -g. would
have less difficulty with up-dow \ . The main parts of the vestibular organs are

t was expected that the developinent
by the same kind of calcium loss that

small calcium 'granules', called otc liths.
of the otolifils Might be retarded in Zero-
is observed in astronauts after several, weeks in zero-g.

flitTo verify this the MA -161 Ex ri eut had 10 plastic fags of seawater,
containing eggs andlninnows on A I sz,Soyuz (Fig. 5.'4): There were-five
bags of eggs of different ages, inclu ling one gain thaewas almOst ready to

. -

'hatch and othersthat *mid hatch on
... contained minnoWs.ahout.2 I days of

. minnows -in these hags had ;:,een `pre

lived. d in tanks that had stripes on the .51
This was to test whether the 'fish used
water on Earth, the bright sky is up.:

Earth after return. The, other five bags
t the time of the Apollo launch. The

onditi fled"; that is, they had always
es, o nb stripes, or black overhead
heir. eyes to 'tell which way is up.. In

\
/
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M41181 bags of iish arirl eggs. in Water. Each of: the pie tiagii,jk the. tap row
contained 100 eggs of one agegroup: Each bag in the lower row contained six
minnows. The first bag had a gray background, the next striped, ancithe \
next black. The fish in the fifth bag (lower right) were blinded.

i 1

Experiinenti had been made With Minnows in one-i on Earth using striped
cylinders that rotated slowly in the tank (Fig..5.5). When A vertical cylinder
with vertical stripes was rotated; the minnow picked One st'ripe andswam
alongside ,it as! the cylinder rotated. In a horizontal cylinder. with horizontal ,"

stripes, the minnow would lean or dip in the direction of r6 ation. Rotatink.
Cylinders could not be carried on Apollo-Soyuz, btit the minno s weie tested
before and. after flight to determine Whether zeroLg had chang d their
havior. It hadnot: During,flight,in zercii, the astronauts.reporte hat'all the ,

minnows were confused at firSt. They swam in loops and circles, not nowing
which way ,,ivas Own. Aftet 2 or 3 days, the,minnowi.decideil that th dark
side was "down'and swam with their bellies toward the wall of the Doc g
Module w,here the bags were attached. The fish in one"bag had been blinde
before launch, and they continued tO swim inloops and circles, ncit knowing
which way was down'. : .

'Ten 6f the eggs hatched in zero-g. The:young hatchlings alsO decided that,.



0

Tilt ar7grell°77

z

Orientation Df fish inarotating drum. When the drum was vertical, the minnow
swam around following one stripe.Whenthe.,drum was horizcntal, the minnows
would roll or tilt In the direction of rotation, ;

the dark side of their water-filled bag was down. The other, egg hatched after .

Apollo splashdown, and these fish showed no effects of their time in zero- g:':'.
Several were disSected; and their vestibular organs and Otol iths were found to
be normal (there was no calcium, loss). Many other tests were made on the
minnows and hatchfings, but none of them showed any effectS of the 9 days in

. --

Figure'5.5



zero-g. It was concluded by the MA-161 scientists that fish eggs are unaf-
fected and that 25-day-old minnows adapt to zero:g 'abOut as quickly as
hUmans.

D Questions for Discussion /
(Light Flashes, Cosmic Rays, Zero-g)

13. If the astronauts had started counting flashes without waiting for their
eyes to become adapted to the darkness, what errors might have been made in
their. reports? ;

14. The two astronauts reported 82 flashes in 93 minutes. If the rate had
been,niuch higher, what kind of error might have been made in the reports?'

15. If flashes were counted on the way to the Moon, far. frdm Earth, hoW
would you expect the rate of flashes to differ from that of the MA-106
Experiment on Apollo-Soyuz?

16. At any one, moment, did cosmic rays come in toward Apollo-Soyuz
equally from all sides?

17. If cosmic rays damage and kill living cells, is it practical to build space
colonies far from Earth where people would live all their lives?

'4r18. In Skylab, where there was much more room than in Apollo and\,

Soyuz, the crew quarters had a floor, a table, lockers and refrigerators on
walls, and overhead lights. In what way did the MA-161 Experiment ere,
the game effect for the minnows' bags on Apollo-Soyuz?

19. At home, on Earth, someone can tell you that your supper is on the
top shelf of the refrigerator." HoW would you tell an .astronaut in zero-g
where his foOd was in a cabinet or refrigerator?.



In zero-g, liquids behave differently .than they do in one-g on the Earth's
S'urface. When there is no downward'force of gravity, other forces become

.

important. Two.of these', forces in liquids are called cOhesion and adhesion. ...-

Cohesive force tends to keeP a liquid pulled together indropletsAdhesive-7
force tends to attract a liquid along surface of a sol' e ittrilaie surface as
ail wets a metallic surface..Unlessthe_coh we forces are strong;tWo.liquids
mix better in, -ausrthere is no gravity pulling the heavier liquid
dtiVhi:A:li I can even be mixed with a gas to give a long-lasting foani of
small bubbles. When the liquids are molten.metals, they can be cooled to form

. .

uniform alloys.
As described in Pamphlet VIII, several new are developing

for zero-g. One, is concerned. with handling Liquids and 'gases aboard
spacecraft matter of housekeeping in zero-g. Others are concerned with
manufacturing andprocessing in zero .g. These include biological processes
such,as separating different kinds of ceils.(electrophoresis inyamphlet VII),
chenikal processes such as producing fast reactions in foaMs and growing
nearly perfect crystals, and Metallurgical. processes such as formintunifOrin
alloys and, making long,'Ihin fibers.

Wetting 9 9Wicks -a-n-d-Foam_iniZero-g
Th,: strengths of cohesive and adhesive forces depend on the liquid and the
solid surface. If cohesion is stronger than adhesion, as with water on a greasy
surface, the liqUid forms small drops and does not wet the'surface. If adhesion
is stronger than cohesion,,,as with oil on a steel surface, the liquid wets the
surface smoothly. All this is familiar in one:g; however, the strong force of
gravity complicates the measurement of cohesive and adhesive forces for
various liquids and solids: Robert S. Snyder of the NASA George C. Marshall
8pace Flight Center therefore arranged three demonstration's for the Apollo-
Soyuz mission. In the first demonstration, blue-colored oil. was squirted into a
cubical plastic cup. The oil quickly spread over the bottom and up the sides of
the cup. The adhesive forcebetween the oil and the plastic is stronger than the
cohesive force of the oil. However, the cohesive force in zero-g could be
determined by measuring the small amounts of oil that collected in the corners
of the:cubical cup. The Cohesive force was able to resist the adhesive force in
each corner because the adhesive-force along each face of the cube terminated
at the comers. .

- The second demonstratian on. Apollo-Soyuz showed how well wicks work
in zero-s, where the fluid being "sucked up" has no Weight: Wick.action is
due to the strong adhesive force between the liquid and the solid fibers of the
wick. For instance, the wick of a candle Sucks molten wax up' about 5



millimeters; where it burns easily in the candle flame.'A towel acts is a wick
when it lifts water' off a surface to dry it In-iero-g, wiekscan be used instead
of.pumps to transport liquids from tanks to wherever.they are needed- in a
spacecraft...

The wick dernonstration. used four different vvicks, each -10 centimeters
long and :11 centimeter wide: Three'of the Wicks Were made of stainresS7steel
-wire interwoven indifferent Ways. The fottrth was.made of nylon. EaeliWick
was held in a frame so that it dipped into a plastic, cup; at one end.' Blue-colored
soapy water and blue-colOred silicone oil were squirted into the cups, and, the
motion of the fluids up the wiCks was timed. Both the oil and the water moved
up the wicks much faster than expected, and the oil 'moved up faster than the
water. Timing showed that the stainlesssteel wick with a Plait DtitCh weave
was the most efficient.

Some chemie4 reactions between liquids and gases take a !Ong time to
complete because the reactions can occur only at the boundary betweenithe
-gas and the liquid. The speed of the reactioncan be-increased by making a
foam in which the gas-liquid surface area is vastly increased.' one-g,
however, the foam%pn collapses because gravity:pulls the liqUid:downthe
sides of the bubbles and the bubbles get so thin that they break. ,

The chemical-foam demonstration on Apollo-Soyin used four "different
chemicals that slowly react with water and oxygen to change from' clear to
pink. After 'they were mixed in-a small plastic bottle and shaken to make a
foam, the reaction turned the foam pink in oniy`20 seconds. In addition to this
demonstrated Speedup of a chemical reaction, the long:lasting foams in zero-g
may be useful in manufacturing lightWeight plastics and foaM rubber.

Multipurpose Electric Furnace
An electric fumace to be used in working with molten (liquid) metals was
designed and built by Westinghouse for the Apollo-Soyia mission. The
deSignof the furnace was baSed on an earlier model used in Skylab: The major
requirethent was flexibility so that the .furnace could: be used for seven
'different experiments.to" melt materials asdifferent as lead,` aluminum, and

The small furnace and its control boxes are shown in Figure 6.1. The
materials for 'each eperiment were. enclosed is standard-sized cartridges
(Pig.. 6:2), eacif2:1 centimeters in'iliameter" and 20.5 centimeters,long..Three
such cartridges could be fitted into-the:furnace, .whichWiS'theti:sealed and
evacuated through a pipe leading through .the Docking: Module.%i).all to the .

vacuum of space Outside the spacecraft. Electric coils heated the bottOm ends
of the cartridges to a controlled temperature'it 1423 K (115.00:C) in 3
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MA-010 multipurpose electric furnace and controls. The furnaie is the cylinder Figure 6.1
st.the right and is about 23 centimeters (9inches) high and:8 centimeters (3 *

. inches) in diameter. The, three cartridges are inserted through\ hales in the top.
The hot ends of the cartridges, which getai high as 14231 (0 50° C' or
2100° F), are. at the bottom of the furnace. . \

hours or less. The top ends were kept near room temperature (29i K, about 68°
F). During, heatup, the furnaCe used 205 watts of electric jkil,ver. At constant
temperature,' it .11Sed only f0 watts: ..

: Afterheatup; the materials were.''soaked"irthat is they were ke t at a high
temperature for iii'bourbr More to homogenize the mixture of elem ts_Then
theYWere.cooled;\ first at a slow rate by just turning off the elfatricity and then.. .
at a'faSter rate by lectin some heliUm, gas into the furnace; (The,hel Linn gas.

, ,

-cOnditeted: heat i 'ay' fr in the hot cartridge) All these. processesk were\

'-' controlled autornatially b the control bOxes (Fig 6.1)::The astronentnively \
se( the switefies and dials or the temperature; soak period, and coolinglcate

\.needed for the experi ment The time reciuired for the various eXperim4ts
. ranged from 7 to 23 ho.irs. After the experiment was completed; the astronaut

removed the carridge§for return to the principal inveStigator on tarh aid\p a
k

\
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Figure 8.2 Furnace cartridge for the MA-070 Experiment. The heat,levelsr. at the left is at,;;.
. the hot (bottom) end of the furnace, and the heat extrector at thu right is at the

cool (top) end. The three amploules:contained.differint mixei,for heating'and..._

cooling; The manganeie bismuth mix in Ampoule 3 cooled to firm a. strong .

magnetic eutectic. The graphite ''inserts" and iniuration controlled the
temperature gradient in Ampoules and 3.

As Figure 6.2.shows, the cartridges were designed to give different temper-
: atures in "ampoules" ' at different places.: The highest temperature was'always

in the furnace "heat leveler ". (left side of Fig. 6.2,.bOttom of the furnaerni
Fig. 6;1). In the middle ampotAe.., t;iere could be a uniform lower temperature
or a change from the hot end to the cool end (a thermal gradient), depending
on which insulators or heat conductors .mere used around the arri oule. Two
thermocouples (electric. thermometers), one at each end, of the funiace,
recorded the.twoend temperatures ,versus time.. From theie magnetic -tape
records of temperature and time the Principal InvestigatorkneW exactly how
his materials were heated soaked and Cooied.

In one ekperiment (MA-044) that lasted 11 hours, an alloy of aluminum' and
- antimony was.produced.. This alloy made in iero-g was,found to be much

more uniform than any niadelkOne:g on Earth.-This alloy can be used tolnalce
more efficient solar cells for convertirrgliiiilight,toelectricity. In two other
ekperiMentS (MA-150 and MA-041) Of about the same. duration; several
different metals were Melted together to see hdw they mixed: Retails of these
three 'experiments and of the MA-010, furnace are given. in Pthiphlet VIII.`



Eutectics For 1 .Zero-g..,-.,
any eutectics are 'yery,song c binations of two materials in which one
aterialfOrnis.long, thin, p allel fibers through the,other.-They can be made

... direetional cooling" of inolifil mix;that is, the mix is cooled from one
en' to.tiie other: This type of oolitig givs a bar with Parallel,fibeis running
thro gh it from One end towar th ' other. In one'experiMent (MA-131); the

. ,

. Idea as to make long, clear fi lithiuni fluoride for use ai:"Tigh-rvipt-s'-2----=
in fi .optics. Light travels effic ent y through a thin fiber because it is totally

,. reflect d every time it hiti the fi s riace:"kbniidle-of fiberi-CaTi:biUsed to
carry a ieture.from One.place to. Cher, even around camel-S. EaCh small

i: fiber ca es one p element (t e rightness of the picture at one:point).
. .

_ : ;,1J3y :usiri siii.CialTeifilitmfr-nr.16-e-ofy -dSTSUnd-wayes-into- pulsating 'light
intensity; phial fibers can carry te e shone conversations more efficiently ...
than_eleet c wiressan. 1 .

.

In the M 7131 Experiment, a mixt\i Of ordinary: \salt (sodium chloride)
and lithium fluoride was heated to 1203 (10201 C).kone end; the tempera-

.

. lure at the of er end was below 1073 K ( °C);Which lithe melting point of
salt:, The c ridge was cooled from th Ool.:end'as; uniforthly as possible

. during the ne t 20hours. The long, thin f hers of lithiurri fluoride in the'cooled
bar (CM in ha f :for measurements) are wn Fivre PrinCipal

Investigator, A. S: Yue of the University California at.:Los;Angeles, notes
that the fibers-Are remarkably uniform, about 4 micrometers (0.00016 inch) in
diarneter-and.mOre than 1 millitheter long.Th it length is more than 250 times
their width. These fibers, and the eutectic, be useful in work with infrared
light.

Anoiker eutectic was grown in Experiment MA-070'to. make strong mag-
nets: For this purpose, the fibers did not. need to be veryslong; but they. did
need to'be parallel and Uniformly spaced in the bismuth Metal. The bismuth
was cooled frOm- right to left in Ampoule 3,(Ffg."6.2). The fibers,are thefine
lines near the top of Figuie 6.4, which is an.enlargdphotograph Of a Slice of
the bar near the coolquiimeited) end. Measurernents_Made b the Principal
Investigator, D. krfarSOri; Jr., of the'Grumnian: \Aerospac rpOration;
shoWed that this eutectic-Would make magnets twice as strong as those Made.
from themiterial cooled, in one-g.:More details on IheSitwo experiments are
given in. Pamphlet VIII. , .



Figure 6.3 Lithium fluoride fibers in eutectic from the.Mk161: Experiiiment.. The -cut
__

throUgh bar of salt (enlarged 56 times) shovis parallel fibers lined up by direc-
tional cooling from.the, molten state in iero-g.



. .
.

Fibers in magnetic eutectic from ExperimentMA,070. No fibers were formed in ':' Figure 8.4
the large Pchunks," The thin white lines at the top are, fibers in .the mottled gray '
bismuth: i I i,

.,.
,...

.D.CrYstals. Formed in. Zerp-g 1

\ I ,, \' l:
..Crystak. are solids in which the atoms are a anged in re/ ular pitern or

lattice like a stack of bricks: As a crystal grows, interatOthic forces ideally add
another .layer of ."bricks"- precisely .placed on She ,ones place.

. . Crystals can be grown by.-combining substances, in a .solution,Lby_ freezing a
liquid ;or by condensing a vapor 0.3 a solid._ For_ instance..,._yU can see salt
rycstals form in saltwater aSit.dries or ice 'Crystals form in. wa ter as it freezes.

Large, nearly perfect crystals,seldom form naturally. The sOlation,o,rmelt., or
, .

vapor is..usually stitred, or is not uniform,. or iSltiovitig-irregularly,---sothat-a=-----.7----
.1

: . growing crystal becomes uneven. and .a.jumble of small cryStalis results. Even i;
as .a.cryStafigro)ys;_it,ge_netally,'develops.iMperfectiOns in list layers when a

L.sUitable:ion.iS not clepoSited (resulting in a '<t hole':).dr When, some otherkind ..
.. of atom is deposited like one oversize brick in a stack of ricks..-Then the.'
. . regular layers of bricks get "out. of step with the layers beneath, and there is a .

tru
,

--.------7"-scturaVdefect'...!. in.theTerTystat., ._.

.,,



`Crystals have ,beeotne important,iiimodem technology: The, hardnesS of
dianionds (carbon crystals) makes thena valuable for; use in drill .bits,; and
many Other crystals are uSed °for electronic; components in radidS, elevision;
and.COMpiners,Scieniistsand engineers have made great progress in growing
largecryStaiS .under-carefully contro lled conditions, but convection currents
in one-gOrten 'prevent liniforM gro y h and 'oat* StrUcturaidefeetS.;:pdfthii'
reason ; three experiments on crystal ,groWth in zero7g were scheduled on
Ap011O78oYui, two of thedi'in the MA 010; ftirnaCe.2_,

The MA7060 Experiment produced alMOst perfect crystals'of germanium
6.5 centimeters',1ong and marked titem'in such a way that the ryrate of:cstal -

growth coLld be measured. Marking was done;by;;;.tising!ptilses of -11

electricity every 4 seconds Wflik the germanium cooled frotii.13931K(1 20°
C) at the hot end: The coolend was unmelted at 1231:K (958° C): After being :41

returned to-the`:Principal -Investigator,' 11:--c-,-,GatOS -Massachusetts

Institute. of 'TeehnOlogy; the crystal. was ilieed.:lengthwiSetind:etebed..:yyith' :
Istrong:4Cid:-.PigUre 6:5'shows-the 4-second-growthlines,: starting at the edge

q' of the unmelted germanium ,(top). The :groWth started slowly, 'increased
(Where the-lines get farther apart), and leyred Off at about 10 micrometers per
second. The 4-SeCond laYers, which.are0:04:MilliMeterthkk,. are remarkably
aniforM: AnOther experiment (MA:-085;Tiee-Painphlet VIII) grew_ snialler ;.

crystals froM Chemical reactions in hot gases. :
.

Crystals can also be. grown-fram 'chemical:reactions in solution at room
temperature. In one-g; when inSoltible materials form in a Chemical reaction,
they fall to the bottoM as asedithent. In.zerO-g,theinaterials dontt fall, and a
rycstal giows zin the solution.. If all :condition's areVery, steady and th

chemicals are very pure, large crystals can be grown;- as ..aemOnsqated in
--Experiment,MA-:028 onlApollo-SOyuz.

-;



..Growth'lines in the germanium crystal frolittne MA-060 'EXperiment:.Each line r Figure.13:5
. shows wherelhei crystal surfaCe was (in :4-second intervals) as it crew from,.:

loplo.bottoin. \ .,

\ A
s'.'-.



The MA-028 reactor, a sealed plastic container; with three compartments, is
. shown .in Figure 6.6. Compattment A Was:fijledmith pure water and was

: : separated from Conipartments.a and C by two ciejeci ,ialves. (In Millie 6.6;
the 'valve to Compartment B at left is open; the other valve is c closed.)
ComPartments B and C were filled with the two chernicals that react in water
to yield' crystals. Several of these reactors Were:. bolted to the wall if the
Command \ Module!' When all was quiet .(wheti no thitisters wer' on and
Apoll.o'S direction was fixed in space),-the valves were Opened by twisting the
end knob's, and the two Chernicals spread throligh the :Water, to mix in
Compartment A. The astronauts_ watched 'and .photOgraphed the' as

they fortrieci: ,Later,,, when the reactors were returned to the Principal ,Inves-
tigater, M:D: Lind of the RockWelt Internatibill Science Center, he phOto,
graphed the crystals shown i.1 Figure 6.7. This first attemPtat iroWing Perfect
crystals from Solution in zero-g produc d :5 millimeter crystals of calcium
tartrate and 0.5-millimetereli§tals of Calcium carbonate.. The ,photographs
taken in Apollo show how the reactors may:be improved to, grow larger

ryI cstals on. the next try..
. ,

Fill port caps (3)

1 ,

Diagram of the fdli1;.021:4 re tor. The' three compartments were filled beforeE"

launch through the "fill ports ' on the top. The crystals formed In Compartment'

. .
M-.-nr1...lo ^
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,The MA-028 crystalsgroign in zero-
as long as 5 millimeters.

. These 'crysta of calcium artrate are Figure 6.7

-Questions for: Discussion.
(Wetting., Foam, Furnace, crystals)

. 20. Oil was squirted into a plastic up in, zer.27g and started w tting up the
inside. What happened when it got t the top of the cup?

'21. Oil moved up the wick faster th n water in zero-g. What foes act-runt
for this? /

, 22. Gravity pulls the liquid dowli he side of abubble ittone- * until the
.

bubble burSts. In zero-g, this doesn't appen. How might a bubble n zero-g

burst?
/

i .

23. Which 4vouldheat.fasierin the e eetric 'furnace: 50 grams of aluminum

or :100 grays of lead and gold? Whic would cool faster?
-

24. Why as there a vac 'um in the M -010 furnaCe casing during itsWhy



25. Crystals of many minerals split alpg "cleavage planes," which are
flat or offset parallel surfaces-that run straigftthrough' the crystal parallel to_ _

the layers of atoms. In the stack of bricks used as an analogy in Section 6D,
hoW would the cleavage planes rim?

26: Why- were very pure chemicals used for growing crystals in Experiment
MA-028?

60
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iscussion Topias,(AnSwers to Questions)

(Sec. 2E)'MoscoW is at 38° E lOngitide. The Earth rotates eastward
15°/hr; thetefore, a clock in' Moscow reads 2 hours later than GMT (the
standardlime inLondon at 0° longitude). The cosmonaut supper at 10:55 p.m..
Moicow time Was at 8:55 p.m. LOiidOn time. If you :live in the eastern
Standard time; zonefor example, in New York at 74° W lOngitudethe
supper started at 3:55 p.m. eastern standard time, which is 5 hours earlier than

. ,CM+.1.Farther.west; it was 2:55 pm.- central'. time, _1:55 _P.m..
mountain standard time, and 12:55 p.m. Pacific standard time.' Because the
Apollo- Soyuz flight was in July, all these standard times were replaced by
daylight time, which is 1 hour later than standard time. So the supper began at
4:55 P.m. eastern-daylight time, 3:55 p.M. central daylight time, 2:55 p.m..
mountain daylight time, or 1:55 p:m. Pacific daylight,time.

2.:(Sec. 2E) It was necessary to keep the Soyuz oxygen4iitrogen cabin.
atmosphere at two-thirds normal Earth-surface (atmospheric) pressure and to..
keep the Apollo pure-oxygen cabin atmosphere at one-third atmospheric
pressure. The Docking Module atmosPhere alternated between the two'. If
there:hacl been an open passageway, neither Soyuz nor Apollo could have
maintained the proper preskire and oxygen content for astronauts and cos=
monants to breathe naturally. Actually, higher pressure would have opened
leaks in the Apcillo Command Module, and higher oxygen content would have
toe'en a serious fire hazard in Soyuz.

3. (Sec. 2E) The Apollo spacecraft weighed 14 900 kilograms, and the
tool launch (Fig. 2.2) weighed 588 000 kilograMs. The differ-

ce, 573 100'skilograms, was mostly fuel for the launch. Without consider
mg the weighta the booster tanks, the adapter, and the launch escape system,,
it took about 38 kilograms of fuel (573 100/14 900 = 38) to pin each kilograM
of the Apollo spacecraft into .orbit. The ,same calculation for SOy,uz is
(300 000 kilograms 7_ 6750 kilograms)/6750 kilograms. = 293 250/6750 =
43 kilogriiiris of fuel for each kilogram of the Soyuz spaceCraft.

4./(Sec.2E)If
an unanchored astronaut in zero-g pushes on a cabinet door

(oifinything else); he pushes himselt away from it and goes backward across
the-cabin -to-bang-against-Oe-Opp6liteLwall.

5. (Sec: 3D) Th.; strong grayity of.a Neutron St lairPulls(accelerates) gas
atoms mostly hydrogen atoms--tliat break up (ionize) into electrons and
protons..When they hit the surface of the Neutron Star; they emit it:rays just as
the high-speed electrons in a dentist's x-ray machine 'do.



6. (Sea. 3D) The Earth'S atmosPhereiteatterssunlightcO -tat the sky is blue.
rather than' bladls, as it is. in space;TNs "sky" backgh,aad'7 is many. --

brighter than the Sun's:corona. Therefole, ieven'thOtigh- the chimney
block out the direct sunlight, the sky background would outshine the corona,

7. (Sec: 4C) The Earth rotates, 360° each 24 houis'ord° every 4 minutes.
The Sun is 0.5° in angulaidiaineter as seen from Earth,. so it takeS 2 'minutes
for the Sun to sink beiOW the horizon. ;Apollo-Soyuz moved 360° around the
Earth in 93 minutes, or 3.9°. each minute. As seen` from Apollo-Soyuz,
therefore; it would take the Sun 0.5/3.9 = 0.128 minutes or 7.7 seconds; to
disappear beneath the horizon.

.

8. (Sec: 4C) The increase of atmospheric' density- toward the Earth's surface
in Figure 4.1 causes: he atmosphere to act like a prism of glass (thicker, at the
bOttom) and bend the light rays by refraction. :It bends blue andtgreen rays
more than red rays; thus, the view of thc Sun from point 4 would be colored
like a short rainbow, mostly red.

9. (Sec. 4C) Smoke from factory chimneys. is warm and rises slowly by
convection. After a Aloft distance (a few hundred meters), it coolsupward.and is,

. diipersed by winds. Gase:, from a volcano are much hotter and shooi
at such a high, speed that they reach the stratosphere (35-kilometefaltitUde).
Chimney gases seldom get that high.

10. (Sec. '4C) In Figure A.1, h is the height of the cloud. The view from
Apollo-Soyuz at a projects the cloud at a different place on the Earth's surface,
than does the view from b. The distance d between these two places'on the
surface can be measured on the photographs..Then h/222 kilometersl= d/60
kilometers, approximately.

11., (Sec. 4C) The line of sight from Apollo-Soyuz is tngent to the. sea
surface at the horizon h, which is r = 6378 kilometers from the center of the
Earth C. In the right triangle CAh in Figure A:2,CA = 6378 kilometers + 222.
kilometers, Ch = 6378 kilometers, and the distance Ah d can be calculated
from the formulaCA 2 = d2 r2, or d = j66002 63782 =1700 kilOineters.

12. (Sec. 4C) "The one thing I noticed was that .. . line on the left up near
the end . . . makes a bend to the left and follows a new. tectonic line or faUlt
which goes along parallel to the Turkish coast. Iffother words, the one on the
left, number 1, goes up . nd then makes a left turn and parallels the Turkish
coast. [Number] two seems o be-obscured and it just ends in a lot of jumbled
country . . . and it seems to end right in this jumbled area [Number] three,

trace the faults out, going rather eastward. You could see theta through the
could trace clear up to a river have to see a map later!, But could

valley silt, clear up to a river which must be inland in either Syria or 'Turkey.



So-the overall pattern of these is a fan; [nuniber] three going ahnost eastward,
and [number] one bending finally the north;and [number] two gOi4to the
northeast." (Verbal comments made during the mission by Astronaut Vance
D. Brand.) Other 'reports. referred to colors on the color wheel:

a
60 km

AlionoSoyut

Height.of a cloud determined from a. pair of Apollo photographs.tTwo similar
triangles are formed by thedistance ab along.the Apollo!Soyuz orbit and the
distance d on the, ground:

Figure Al .

Distance to the horizon from Apollo-Sokruz. Because the line Ah is tangent to Figure A.2

the Earth's surface at h, AhC is a 90° angle.



.13: (Sec. 5D) If the astronauts-had counted flashes, before their eyes-had
adapted to darkness, they might have missed some of mal er ,- fairiter
flashes_at thebeginning of the_experiMent-.7ThePiinciPal Vestigator wanted
the .same eye sensitivity to flashes:throughoUt the eiperiment.,

14.: (Sec..5D) If the flash rate were much higher, an astronaut Might. s,*
two:or three flashes.ahnost at once and think thai he saw only one Then
would report fewerthan the actual..nurriber of flashes.'.: . ' '.

. ,

15. (Sec. '51?) Far from Earth,'Cosmferays can come from allSides. There
is no Earth nearby to shield one side as there was fur APolld-S,oyuz.: Als,),
there would be no magnetie field to concentrate cosmic rays at high latitudes
as, there was in the MA-106 Experiment. You-Would therefore expect about
twice the averagerate, of flashes reported in the MA -106 Experiinent or two to
three flashes per minute (as observed, on Apollo flights lo the Moon)..

16. .Sec. 5D).The Earth is an, effective shield; therefore; there were never
2ny cosmic rays coming up from Earth toward A0ollo-Soyuz: ,.... ;11%4

. . :

17.. (Sec.' 5D) Each of the 'space colonies planned by Gerard O'I.jeiA of
Princeton University.and engineersin the L-5:SOCietY, which is Pror.i6ting ,.t

space colonies (1620 North Park Avenne, Tucson;' Arizona 85719), Wk-.Add be
prOtected from' cosmic rays by a shield cf, Lunar rocks. Their plan is 'lc ;lave
rocks from the Moon throWn up to'the space colony by a "launCher" that
would be operated by a few hundred men'en carried to the Moon by spacecraft.

18. (Sec. 5D) The floor, table, walls, and lieht from thc'ccilhig in the
Skylab' crew quarters gave a visual 'impression of "up" and .1ETV;,- n. " A

similar visual impression was given to sortie-of the-fiSh: in ti u: MA-161 .

Experiment by 'painting stripes on their water-filled bags.

19. (Sec. 5D) In' .s.,ero-g, there is no "up" or "down," no "tor," or
"bottom" The location of something in a cabinet must be described by using
coordinates such as x and y marked on the side of the cabille:. This difficulty
has' been noted by several avtrOnatits.

20, (Sec. 6E) Oil wetting the cup in zero-g will go right over the top edge
and clown the outside of the cup until it covers the entire surface.

2-1. St 7-6B)--The-adhesive-force-between-oil-and-the-wick-fibers is
'stronger than the adhesive force between water and the. fibers.

22. (See., 6E) Bubbles in a fOaM last much longer in zero =g than in ona-g,
but they eyentualty burst because of thermal motions of the molecules and
evaporation ;of the thin liquid, films.



23.::(Sec. 6E) The more massive cartridges' would require ab twiceas
much heat energy: The power (heat input per second) is litnited to 205 watts;
therefore; the heattip tinne.would be about twice as long. TiieSairie reasoning

:the :cooldoVvif,'Where eat ;loss pe second is propo lona to the
. ,

difference. in temperature between The cartridges and their Surroundings.

24. :,(Sec.: 6E). The, vacuum around the three cartridges in the MA-010
furnace ?casing -PreVented heat loss. by conduction and convection: Loss by
radiation was prevented by silvering the iides.of the vacuum''Chamber. The
remaining(10 watts) heat was lost through the insulated, support of the heater

cartridges at-the top of the' case in Figure 6.1.

25. (Sec. 6E) If bricks are staelced one on top of another, there are three
cleavage planes: Up=doWn lengthwise, up-down sidewise, and horizontal

are perpendicular to each other and can form a cube of bricks. The
cleavage Planes of the sodium Chloride crystal (salt) are similar, and ihis type

of crystal is called cubic:

26.. (See. 6E) If the chemicals used in the .MA-028 Experimarit were
contaminated *.vith other compounds, odd atoms might be deposited in the
crystal laYer and cause structural defects.
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inteiirtIonal System (SI)
\
Units

,
. syMboli, and .conversiori,factors of SI:units used in these pamphlets:

Quantity
, "

Name \.of:ooW Symbol. , - factor :.
..

Distance

\

Mass

1 km = 0.621 mile.'
1 m 3.28,ft
1 cm = 0.394. in.
1 mm = 0.039 in.
1 = 3.9 x 10-5 in. = 104 A
1 nm = ,10 A

kilogram kg 1 tonne = 1..102 tons
1 kg .= 2.20 lb
1 gm = 0.0022 lb = 0.035 oz
1 mg = 2.20 X 10-6 lb = 3.5 x 10-5 oz

Time 'second sec 1 yr = 3.156 x 107-sec
1 day = 8.64 x 104 sec
1 = 3600 sec

Temperature' \ kelvin\ 273K= 0°C= 32°F
373 K = 100f C = 212° F

Area \\ square meter = cm2 = 10.8. ft2

Volume
\
\ cubic meter m3 = 106 cm3 =..35 ft3..

/FreqUency 'hertz. Hz 1 Hz = 1_ cycle /sec ..
.1 kHz =..1000 cycles/sec
1 MHz-=1-106-Lcyclesisec

Density kilogram per
cubic meter

1 kg/m3 = 0.001 gm/cm3
gm/cm3 = densitY of water

Speed,*elotity
\

meter per second hi/Sec 1. m/sec = 3.28 ft/sec
1 km/sec = 2240. mi/hr

Force . newton l's1:=1105 dynes = 0,224 lbf
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. .

Quantity Name of unit Symbol Conversion factor

PiessUre , newton per square 14/M2 1 N /m2 = 1.45 x10741b/in2
meter

Energy -joule 1 J = 0.239 calorie

`Photon energy electronvolt

Power watt

-1 eV.=-
,

1.60 10-!9J; 107 eig .

W 1 .1/sec

Atomic mass atomic mass unit amu 1 amu = 1.66.x 10-27 kg

Customary Units Used With the SI Units

Quantity Name of unit Symbol Conversion factor

Wavelength of angstrom A 1 A = 0.1 nm = 10-1° m
light

Acceleration g g 1 g = .8 M/sec2,
of gravity



1

: Factor by .which: unit.
is niultiplied. .- .

tera

giga. .109

106

103

102

mega

kilo

hecto

centi

milli

micro

10'

10-3

109

16-9. nano

10-12.

Decreasing

1 ci! 100 10" = 1/100= 0.01..

.103 = .1 000 10-3 = 1/1000 =..0.001

.104 = 10 000, etc. ; 10- = 1./10 000.=.0.000 .1. etc..

EXaMPles: Example:..

2 x 106= 2.000.000 5.67 X 10-.6 = 0:000.056 7.

,:2 x 103°'=.2 folloved by 30 zeros
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\able 3.1 are included in the entries. Thosein italic type-are the most tielPi 1.:Tkteferences

to.. Sections; Appendix A (answers to questions), figures, and.

adhesive forCe an attraction between two different substances at the boinidary
'- ' tween them. (Seci.6, 6/I; App. A,' no. 21)\ \,

: `"all y,a uniform mix of two or more metals,that have:be n melted together.
( em_6-,-6-Bi-T4Ile".KIT...., .

',.-___ I,. i,. 'I

am ule a small container in the larger cartridge heate in the MA-610 .
fu ace. Eachampoule contained .a sample to be heated, hen cooled and
et ed to Earth. (Secs. 6B, 6d;*Fig.- 6.2) I,--

: ,., '

'

apoge theypoint farthestfrom-Earth 'Ivan elliptical orbit aroun th E To

enlarge or circularize-the orbit, a'Spaceeraft's thrustetis turne on
.;- \ ,to give it increased 'speed.; (Sec.' 2C, Fig. 2.4) - :

Apollo.s aceeraila three-Man spicedraft, originally designed
Mbon. It consisted of a tommadd,Module attached toga

For the Apollo-SoytiztnissiOn, a:Dotking Mcdule.
Comma d Module. (Secs. 1, 1A, 2\to 2C, 3C; 5A;
2 .1:; 2.2, 2.4) \ .'.

atniospher gases= around an--object.\The-E 's-atmoSPhere-iS'-i;, proic17---

mately8 Percent nitrogen and;20-percen oxygen. The:denSity an pies-.
side-'decre se with increasing altitude* nd, are barelY;detectable'la. '200
kilometers (Secs. 3; 3C, 4, 4A; Ay .1A,. nos .: 6, '8; Figs. 4.1, 4:4),c in

,attnosphere inside the-Apollo spacedraft differed.frorn that in SOynz, wh ch

was the sa e: itS on Earth at sea level. --(Secs.' 2A',. 2D; ApP. A; 416: 2,,
,1, '.

6C; Figs. 6. , 6.4; ;able 3.1) . : ! i' 1

bonster rocket the Orge reaction motor used to iaunch a spacecraft: (Sees

bismuth .(Bi): metallic: elrein atomic weight:269, atomic. number 83;

_valence- 3 or, , melting int 544 K (271°,.C), 9.8 gniien-q. (Sec.
,

density.
, 1'

2B,_2C; Figs.1272, 2.3) \ \
-, ,

Calcitini a Cheptal element needed to make bones in animalS and fish: (Secs.
--- , \ ,

1

be".-hdatedj in 'th -MA-010 furnace. Three, cartridges tit into the 1.--fTc---e-nac

cartridge/a cylinder containing one or more ampoules filled with material tb\

1,
/tOiether::(SeCs. 6B, 6C; App. A; nos.. 23, 24; Figs. 6.1, 6.4)

cohesive force the force at the boundary of a liquid that Pulls the 'liquid
together (Secs. 6; 64) . c :11 ;; 1

. .

Command 'Module the part of the Apollo spacecraft:in" which the astronauts
lived and worked; attached to, the. SerrVice Module until reentry IMO itte ;
Earth's atmosphere. (Secs. 2A, 6D; App,,--A;'no, '2.; Figs. 2.1, '2:2)

convection material motions in a fluid. In one -g, it is the up -and-downdrafts '1

., Ina liquid or gas heated fro'm bele**. (Secs: 2E.) 613.,'App".)fi, dos.' 9, 24;
Table 3.1)

I
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ash attach d to the
pp. A nos. 2 3; Figs.
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corona a vast; low-density cloud of gases surrounding the Sun: Its brightness
is about one-Millionth Of the Sun's brightness. (Secs. 3, 3C; App.,A, no. 6;
Fig.3 :4 ; , Table 3.1)

cosmic ray an extremely high speed. ion. Solar cosmic, rays are blown out of
the Sun; galactic cosmic rays, arrive from all directions. (Seei:;5 to 5B;
App. A, nos. 15 to 17; Fig. 5;3; Table 3'.,1) :1

crystal a solid, dlicomposeof atoms or ions or molecules arranged in a regular
repetitive pattern. The shape of the crystal is related to this pattern. (Secs.
6, 6D, 6E; A, ,nos. 25, 26; Figs. 6.5! to 6.7; Table '3.1)

cyclotron a.inabhine that Speeds up ions to very;high kinetic energy by timed
Pulse§ of electric voltageSec. 5A; Fig. 5.1)

delta a triangular-shaped area of sediment deposited by a river where it flows
into a isea. (Sec. 4B; Fig. 4.6)

dock to seal two spacecraft together in orbit so that cabin atmosphere will not-,
leak out and crewmen can move from one spacecraft to the other. (Secs. 1,
I B, 2A to 2C, 2E, 3C; Figs. 2.1, /3.3)

Docking Module a special compo'nent added to the Apollo spacecraft so that
it could, be joined with Soyui. (Secs. 2A, 2B, 3C; App. A, no. 2; Figs'. 2.1,1
2.2) See Pamphlet I.

1

Earth third planet from the Sun,1149 600 000 kilometers from the Sun, very
\, nearly a sphere of 6378-kilometer adius, x 1024-kilogram mass. The
\ Earth is accompanied by' the \moo , about oni.:',fenith its size: The Earth-
'Moon distance: is 384 405 kilame ers. rio5: 7, 15, 16).

eclipse-covering a bright object. with dark one Ina normal solar eclipse; the \'

Sun is covered by the Moon. Apo °Covered the Sun for Soyuz.I(Sccs. 2A,
3c:, )ig: 3.3; Table' 3.1)

ecliptic the line in the sky along whi h the Sunappears to move eastward 360°
in a year. This line representst e plane ofthe Earth's orbit: cag.. 3.4)

,

elliPse a smooth, oval eurve accu tely fitted by the orbit of a satellite 'around
a much larger mass. c. C; Fig./ 214)

pa ility of doing High-speed cosmic rays have high
kinetic energy (1/2mv2 ) which is released by impacts when a cosmic ray!
OSs_cAihro.ugh__any dense_materialL(Secs 5 tO5B;24p,A,-no. 21)-7=-7-

eutectie-a mix of two. materials. that has lower --elting point than either
material alone'. When the molten; Mix soli lies, one material freezes in a
regular pattern throughout the other. (Sec. 6 ; Figs. 6.2 to 6.4; Table 3

fibers long threads of one substance running -throUgh . another substance!
Fibers can be forrned by directional cooling of a molten mix; (Secs. 6, SC;
Figs, '6.3, 6.4)

foam many small bubbles ofgas in a liquid that has fow cohesive force. (Secs.
6, 6A; App. A; no'. 22; Table IA)



vast asSemblage of, billions of stars with interstellar gas and
(Secs. 3, 3B) . , ".

gernianinnil(Ge) aiMetaliic'elenienf, atomic weight 72,60, atomic number
32; valence 4, Melting ,Point 12,1 K (958° C), density 5.4 gm/cm . It is a

,--semicoriduetor and :forms Crystals that are Used in electronics. (Sec.: 6D;

gravity the clOwnvviiil force: on a mass-nearthe Earth.__OntheEarth!ssurface,
it IS cne g. (Sees. 2C, 2.1), 38, 4;5, 5C; 6, 6A, 6E; App. A,ln`o htg 274;
Table 3:1)

Greenwich mean time (GMT) the time of adevent, fromp at midnight to 12
. hours at noon to 24 hours , at midnight, as measured :at0°. longitude

(Greenwich, near London, England); used on space mtsSioni to avoid
conftisioriwitli'other Lillie zones. (Secs. I , SA;App. A, not -1; Fig; 5:2) See
Pamphlet 1. .

heat a .block of graphite heated in the MAt010'furn;ice; it kept the
loWer 5 centimeters of each cangdge at a uniform tempe ture. (Sec. 6B;
Fig. =6.2),.

HZE particles cosmic rays with high atcrt :ic number.Z and high kinetic,
energy E atomic nuclei of atomic number Z greater than 6 and energy E
greater'than 100 Megaelectronyolts. (Sees.,:5A, 5B)

i.

infrared invisible radiation of wavelength longer than visible
3; 6C., table, 3.1).

:

ions- atoMs. with one or more electrons removed or,:more rarely, added.
Cosmic -ray ions have all electrons removed and ionize other atoms as they
pass theM at. high speed (Secs.' 5A, 6D; App. A, no , I

JSC the ,NASA'Lyndon B. JohnsodSpace Center in:Houston, Texas, and its
Mission Control Center for ApollO-Soyuz (Sec a. 3A. Fig \3 1)-,h

KSC the lgASA"John F. Kennedy SPaCe Center at Cape. Canaveral, Florida,
where Ap011o was launched on July 15; 1975. (Sec.. 3A; Fig.13Th

launch configuration. the combination of boasters; spacecraft, and launch
e5icapc system that must be lifted off the ground a laLuneh. (Sec. 2B: App.
A, no 3, Fig 22).

..';ht flash a momentary flaSh seen with the eyes'CigSeCi w)ien a high-speed ion
:;passes through the eye, (Sec..54;.App. A; nos.13 t6 15; 5.2;

Table 311) .

lightlear the distariceAhat lightAravels (at .3 x 10t! m/sec) in 1 Year (3.15 x
107 seconds): One light-year = 9:46 :x 1012 IciloMeters; about 63 000

- times the diStance from Sun to Earth. (Sec. 3I3)
lithium fluoride a su'bstance: whose clear crystals transmit both' ultraviolet

andinfrared-light:÷(Sec: 6C ffig7-6-.3, Table-3. 1)
MA-XXX the 'number assigned to the experiments on Apollo-S4uz. See

Table 3.1.

I'



magnet a substance that has the prOperty of attracting certain other -stub-
.stances."Some metals can be magnetized to attract -other magneti Metals:
(Sec. 6C; Figs. 6,2;6.4; Table 3.1)ISuch a magnet has a magnet field, a
region around it where there are forces on other magnets. The E h has a j
magi: .tic field. (Secs. 5, 5A; App A,, IS)

Milky Way a. disk- shaped roup of more than 100 billion stars,
includingthe. Siiii.There:4e`otherigalaxies, far Outside the, Milky Way

.c,

Mission Control Center,:ilfe operational headquarters of a space mission. For
Ap011or,SOluz, there were twos -one in Houston and one in Moscow..(Fig:

1..1) I '
MSFC theyNASA George C. Marshall Space Flight/Center at,Huntsville,
" Alabama. (See. 3A; fig. 3.1)/
MSFEB-the,NASA Manned Space Flight Experiment Board that decided

which of the proposed experiments would go on Apollo-Soyui. (Sec. 3A;
Fig. 3.1) /

multistage launch the launching of a space vehicle that involves two or more
stages: After the first-stage bOoster uses its fuel, it is discarded and the
second-stage booster is fired; When the second-stage fuel is gone, that
booster is discarded, and so on. uch multistage launching gives'very high
velocities. '(Sec. 2B; Fig. 2.3)

Neutrob Star a collapsed star of very high density, formed almost entirely of
neutrons (protons.combined with electrons). (Sec. 3B; App. A, no?5; rig.
3.2)

onerg the downward acceleration of gravity at the Earth's surface; 9.8 m/sec2.
In an orbiting spacecraft, everything is weightless at zero-g. (Secs: 6 to

6E; App. A, 'no.: 22) '1

orbit the path followed by a satellite around an astronornicalbody, such as the
Earth or.the Moon. (Secs. 1, 2;to 2B, 2C, 2D; 3B, 5A; App. A, no. 7; Figg.
2.4, 3.2,' 3.3, 4.1, 5:2, A.1)

perigee the point closest to Earth on an elliptical orbit around the Earth. (Sec.
2C; Tig. 2.4)

Principal Investigator the individual responsibie for a space experiment and
for reporting the results. (Sec. 3A; fig. 3.1)

proton a positively charged atomic particle, the nucleus of the hydrogen
atom. (Secs. 5, 5A; App. A, no. 5)

pulsar a pulsating condensed star of a type first detttcted.bysegular17:second..
.....pulses of radio waves; now-thought to be a rapidly rotating Neutron. 8tar

with a `.`hotspot- on 'one side. ,(Secs. Fig 3:2)
radiation a term used loosely to include cosrnie7ray particles and high - energy

protons, as Well as penetrating electromagnetic waves (x-rays and'gamma
rays). (Sec-.---5A; App. A, -no. 24)

I



. , ' 's
reaction, chemical a chemical change th i obCti s when two or more sub-

stances arF Mixed, usual y in solution.! ecs. A, 6A, 6D)
ysical a force defined by ewton' \s -third . Law. Reaction
Itosters (Sec. 2B,) nd jets (Secs. 2A 3C; Fig. 2.I) `produceI\

reaction,. p
motors-b'
thrust by r action force.'

reactor a tra sparent ,container for chemical reacta ts, photographed as the
1reacf,pts p oduced crystals for the MA-028 Ex rinient,',,(Sec. 6D;, Fig.

6:6) I ;

,refriction tht bending of a/ray of light whert'the m terial that it is passing
through changes in deng1ty or composition. (App. A, no. 8; Fig. 4.1 )

rendezvous the close apprpach 'of two spacecraft in the same orbit so that
1 docking can take pike. (Secs. 2A, 2C)
'rift a crack or 'fault in the Earth's crust, where one Ode has slipped alOngi.

the other, or
I

to ard aWay,frorn the other; (Sec. 44;fig. 4.8; Table 3.1)
salinity the percentagettOntent of salt in seawater. (Sec. 4B; Fig. 4.5)
sealing rings nchanical devices designed to Tit tiglitlY when two spacecraft

are docked tigether,So that cabin atmosphere will not leak out (See,. 2A;
Fig. 2:1) I l" r

Service Module the large part;Pf the Apollo spacecraft, attached to ,the
theCommand: Nodule' until just before the Command Module reenters e

E;2 athld Pherel. (Sec. 2A; Figs'.'-2.1, 2.2) !

u
Skylab ^ very arge !space workshop that-NASA p t into orbit on Mayl14,

1 1973. It was visited by three astrOnaut crews w o worked on scientific
iexperments lia -space for a total of 172 days, th last crew for 84 days.

,

(Secs. 1A, 4;,,2,,,:2b; 3, 5, SA', 5D, 6B; App. A, no. 18)
:';.solar panel a Winglike set of cells that convert sunlight to electric power.

/ '(Secs. 2' 6 ; Fig. 2.1)
1 Soyuz the Sovret t 6-man.spacedraf( (Sees. 1, I A, 2 to 2C, 3C; App. A, nos.

2, 3; Figs. '2i I 2.2'; .2,..4) . . ,

spore a small See -germ that can grow,into a microbe or a plant such as a fern.::/

(Secs. 5, 5B; Fig, 5.3; Table-'34)
star a very, hOt till of gas with an energy source near the.tenter. Normal stars

. re like 1 the 'Sun, abOut 106 kilometers in diaMeter. 'Blue stars are much
otter tHar _hh Sun. Giant Stars, are 200 times larger and White Dwarf stars,

1 tinisisnialler than the Suti. Neutron Stars and Black Holes are smaller
s ill. (Secs. 5,, 3B; Fig. 3.2) :,";

I 1

ST N thellVAS Spacecraft Tracking and. Data Network of radio stations all,
a ound he w rld for communicating with spacecraft. (Sec. 3A; Fig: 3.1) I\

str ospherefa layer in the Earth'S.gunosphere from .,15 to 50 kilometers 1

ovetheu ace where the temperature is very low..,<Sec. 4A.,. App. A, no /
. I

, "



temperature gradient the -.change of temperature, per centimeter along a
cartridge or a sample inside it. (Sec. 6B; Fig. 6.2)

thrust the forward force provided by a reaction motor. (Secs. 2A to 2C, 6D;
Fig. 2.2)

ultraviolet invisible light of wavelengths shorter than violet light. (Secs. 3,
L' Table 3,1)

Van All'enhtit a doughtnut-shaped region around the Earth from about 320 to
32 400 kilometers (200 to 20 000 miles) above the magnetic equator,
where high-spezd protons and electronS oscillate north-south in the Earth's
Magnetic field, (Secs. 5, 5A)

Weightlessness the condition in orbit or free fall when objeasin,a spacecraft
need no support. See zero-g. (Secs. 2D, 5)

wetting the spread of a liquid over a solid surface when adhesive force-.is,
larger than cohesive force: (Secs. 6, 6A, 6E; App. A, no. 20)

wick a group or braid of thin fibers which "sucks up a liquid if the adhesive
fOrce between the fiber and the liquid is greater than the liquid's cohesive
force. (Secs. 6A, 6E; App. A, no. 21; Table 3-.1)

x-rays electromagnetic radiation of very short wavelength and, high photon
energy. (Secs. 3, 3B, 3D, 5; App. A, .no. 5; Fig: 3,2; Table 3.1)

' Z atomic number, or the number of electrons in an atom. Cosmic rays are
atoms with all electrons removed; that is, 'ions Of charge Z.

zero-g the condition in an orbiting spacecraft where there arc no _forces to keep
objects in place; the condition of free fall or weightlessneS-,s. (Secs. 2D,'5,
5C, 6 to 6E; App. A, nos. .4; 19, 20, 22; Figs. 6.3, 6.7; Table 3.1)

zodiacal light a faint band of light. around the !sky along the ecliptic. It is
sunlight reflected by small chunks of rock in orbit around the Sun farther
out than the Earth. (Sec. 3C; Fig. 3.4)
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Further Reading
ABC's of Space by Isaac Asimov, Walker and Co. (New. York), -1969an

illustrated glossary of spaceflight terms.
Apollo Expeditions to the Moon, Edgar Cortright, ed., NASA SP-350 (Avail-.

able 'fiom the U.S. Government. Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
204Q2), 1976well-illitstrated descriptions of the Saturn boosters, the
Apc1110 spacecraft, mission control, and astronaut training.

Astronauts and Cosmonauts: Biographical and Statistical Data (Available
from the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402),
1976describes the men who have gone oq. space missions.

Astronomy Made Simple by Meir H. Degani, Doubleday & Co.','Inc. (New
York); 1963in easy-to-read description of astronomical objects.

, Astynomy One by J. Allen Hynek and Necia H. Apfel, ',V. A. Benjamin, 1.nc.
(Menlo Park, Calif.), 1972a pleasant introduction to the architecture of
the universe; for the serious student.

Atoms and Astronomy by Paul Blanchard (Available from the U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402), I 976atomic spectra
explained in simple terms and used to explain the spectra of stars:

The Birth and Death of the Sun by George Gamow, Viking Press, Inc. (New
York), 1952=an explanation in simple terms of how stars shine and where,'
they come from, by the master of science writing.,

Continental 'Drift.; The Eiiolution of a Concept by Ursula B. Marvin, Smith-
sonian InstitutiOn Ness (Washington, p.a), 1973a clear gnd easily
understood account of this newest branch of geology.

Extragalactic Astronomy: The Jniverse Beyond Our Galaxy by Kenneth
Charles Jacobs (Available from the U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402), 1976includes a simple description of our
own Milky Way Galaxy and discussions of other galaxies, Doppler shift,
radio galaxies, quasars, and cosmology.

Ideas From Astronomy by Lou Williams Page., Addison-Wesley Publishing
Co. (Menlo Park, Calif.), I973written especially for junior high school
students. (A Teachers' Guide by Nicholas Rosa and Alexander Joseph is
also available.)

Learning About Space, British Department of Education and Science,
1970excellent explanations of spaceflight.

Living in Space (Available from the U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402), 1976an easily understood account of
astronaut living conditions.

Matter, Earth, and Sky by George Gamow, Prentice-Hall, Inc. (New York),,
1965a well-illustrated survey of matter and radiation ir. space.



Modern Earth' Science by W. Ramsey & Back ley,' ,Holt, Rinehart and
. Winston (New York), 1973contains well-illustrated chapters, on

astronomy and space. travel.
New Frontiers in Astronomy (Readings from Scientific American: with an

introduction by Owen Gingerich), W. H. FreeMan & .CO., Inc. (San
Francisco), 1975contains articles on x -ray stars and searches for Black
Holes.

Physical Science, A Modern Approach by Charles I.,: Bickel., NC..
feld, and John C. Hogg, Atherican Book Co'., 1970contains a.:1.
chapter on rockets,. g-forces, and weightlessness.

Rendizvous in Space: Apollo -Soyuz by F. Dennis Williams (Availablc
out charge frOm NASA Educational KtogramS Division/FE,
D.C. 20546), 1975 a popular account of the. Apollo-Sdyuz Test.ProCt, .

including. U.S.- U.S.S.R. agreements.. .

Science From Your Airplane Window. by Elizabeth i4.v.A.. Wood, Dover PtV-
tions (New York), 1975 -- discusses locating and observing "geolc,sit:;
features from the air.

The Supernova: A Stellar SpE;tacle by W. C. Straka (Available from the U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402), 1976a well -

ill,ilstrated and dramatic account of how somestars blow up, leaVing a halo
of gaseous remnants in the. space around therm.:
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